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Editor's Pre/ace 
A DI.:C t\IJL A<.O, in the Winter of I 9-17, C.1rroll's late pre ident. the 
Very Rev. Frederick E. \Xfeitle, S.]., wrote in the first edition of rhe 
Carroll Quarterly: 
J·ew periods in recorded history h~ \'C o gr:~ vcly needed the wis-
dom and spiritual guidance that the heritage of atholici m 
afford as docs the atomic age . This age need leaders. Leader 
must be vool ... We at John arroll recognize the eriousnc 
of our mis ion in educating young men for this difficult environ-
ment. Accordingly we arc e:~rnestly :Jmbitious to provide facili-
ties of .. . extr:~curricuhr enlargement thn will ... contribute 
ro hristian harmony in the world at large. The founding of the 
Carroll Quartnly should be :~ppreciated as a soliciwde of thi 
sort. \ Xfithout pretense th:J.t the successive issues will solve the 
cosmic cryptogram for J bewildered humanity, it nonetheless 
suppl ies a significant opportunity for the student to develop 
himself in t hat i ndispens:~ble adjunct of the successful leader 
-facility in hngu:~gc . . .. 
This Anniver ary Anthology is intended ro how in retrospect how 
successful ly the Quarter!;- has accomp lished its goal. The editors have 
selected writing representative of the content of each of the magazine's 
ten vo lumes, though in order to eli minate an inevitable disproportion the 
Ionge t of the Quarterly writings have been excluded. imilarly, though 
the poems printed were cho en from a pool of the best, in some instances 
rhe fin:d se lection w:~s ba cd on the compatibility of a poem with the 
sp:~ce avai lable for it. 
Volume l, Number 3 - Summer, 1948 
Religion at John Carroll 
by James J. McQuade, S.J. 
I SHOULD like to begin this exposition of the place of the department 
of reli gion at John Carroll University somewhat after the manner 
of G. K . Chesterton, that i, by pointin g out that John Carroll is a Cath-
olic university. It has to be pointed out periodically for the simple reason, 
to continue the great Chesterronian theme, that it belongs to the category 
of the obviou -and the obvious i the most difficult of thin g to sec . 
Were I to launch out into a discussion of what a Catholic university 
is, I should be led too far afield . John Henry Cardinal Newman has per-
formed that feat, and it took him a whole book in which to do ir. We 
hall simply accept what he has written and go on from there. 
Some things, however, must be said about a Catholic university, and 
one of them is that it is Catholic. Cathol icism is a name given to integral 
Christianity, to complete Christianity, to the whole of Christianity, noth-
ing at all excepted and no re ervarions made. A Catholic university is one 
that is under the complete domination of the absolute truth of Catholi-
ctsm. 
Another obvious thing about a Catholic university is that the adj ec-
tive, Catholic, modifie the noun, university, the whole univer ity, no part 
of it excepted, no part of it independent of or outside of the permeating 
effects of Catholicism. 
Finally there is the fact that a Catholic university is truly a univer-
sity. It is universal in the scope of learning it wishes to impart. It enters 
by profession all the branches of study, and it seeks to bring them all 
together in the unity of objective truth. All the various colleges and 
schools of a univer icy arc one, simply because truth is one; and what is 
true in one department is true in another. What is true in the department 
of physics is true in the department of chemistry. The principles taught 
in philosophy are equally applicable to the field of biology or religion. A 
university must necessarily be a un ity; it must act as one. 
It is always amusing to one who is associated w ith a Catholic un i-
versity to see that lack of any such unity in the non-sectarian institut ions 
of education. When a department of biology is teaching science directly 
contrary to what is taught in the department of re ligion, we must be par-
doned for concluding that they have either a stupid department of re li-
gion or a stupid department of biology. We might, indeed, say that they 
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have two stupid department and let it go at th:tt. The "ac:tdem ic free-
dom" that tolerates such stupid it y can only be freedom; it c:tnnor be 
academic. 
A uni versit y embrace :t il the fields of learning, :tnd all the fie lds of 
learning make up the university- another obvious matter made difficult 
by irs own transparency. Each department must take it place in the 
hierarch y of learning that makes up the university a :1 whole. The de-
partments are for the university. Their existence is due tO :tn :tdmini stra-
ti ve arrangement made to increase the efficiency whereby the uni versity 
carries on its work: the discovery and the imparting of truth. 
And there is a hierarchy of studies. ome branches have material of 
greater dignity; others, objects of lesse r di gnity. Life as studied in biology, 
for instance, is a subject more noble than the mere inanimate elements 
which make up the matter of the study of chemistry. AI o, some bran ches 
attain to certitude in their pursuit of truth, an accompli hment which 
gives them a certain hi gher standin g than others which often dea l :tlmost 
entirely in matters of opinion and probability. The metaphysical certitude 
attained in philosophy, for instance, is of a hi gher order th:tn the ph ysi-
cal certitudes attained in physic . Thi l:nrer, in turn, is of a hi ghe r order 
than the certitudes which :tre att:tined in muc h of history and soc iology, 
whereas others still :tre concerned largely with m:ttters of op inion, such :ts 
lite rary riticism or political science. 
Theology, however, attains a certitude that is :tbove tlut of any 
other sc ience, the certitude of faith, and deals with an object th:tt is :tbO\'C 
every other object: God Himself. 
We do not have a department of theology at John C:trroll. We have 
a department of reli g ion. The distinction, obvious though it be, mu t not 
be mis ed . It is somewhat like the distinction between a medical sc hool 
and a department of ph ysical hyg iene. The medi ca l school provide the 
tools for medical re earch and lead it students to :1 profe sional and scien-
tific attitude roward human health. A dep:trtment of hygiene, on the 
other h and, leads its student ro a practical kn owledge of the per onal 
appli cations of the larger study of medicine in the formation of good 
hea lth habits. In the same way a school of theology provides its students 
with the rools of theological research and leads them ro a professional :tnd 
scientifi c attitude roward the investigation and explanation of the deposit 
of faith, whereas a department of religion bring its students tO a knowl-
edge of the practical application of the science of theology in the whole 
of the student's relationship tO God, which is the field of religion. Its 
function is tO point out the way to good health habits in the spiritual 
sense, with a solid intellectu:tl motivation for the formation of a truh-
Catholic character. ' 
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A corollary to the abo,·c distinction is most significant. It rcg:trd, 
rhe place occupied by religion in the hier.1rchy of tudies. There is no 
doubt that a School of Theology should take it place at the head of all 
the academic groups. Jc is superior not only in the object of its intent bur 
al~o in the degree of its certitude . This, however , is far from putting the 
department of religion at the head of all the groups that make up John 
Carroll University. Our university is compo eel of all the departments in 
the Co llege of Arts and S ienccs and the chool of Business, Economic , 
and Government. This col lege and this school h:t vc primary aims of their 
own, and both fu e intO the over-all purpose of the university. Each and 
every department in college and school is to make irs con tribution rdJ-
rive to the whole, and the hierarchy of department is determined by the 
dign ity and importance of the contribution it makes to the common good 
of the co llege, school, and uni vcrsity. 
What, it may be asked, arc the dignity and importanc of the con-
tribution which the department of religion makes to the common good 
here at Carroll? Certainly we may not claim for the department of reli -
gion the function of infusing the university with the spirit of Catholi-
ci m. Such a claim would be utter nonsense. It would be equivalent to 
saying that a acholic university is equal to a non-secta rian university 
plus a religion department. o, the atholicism of John Carroll does not 
come from a department dealing with Catholicism, but from the whole 
~[ysrical Body of Christ of which the faculty and tudent body arc mem-
ber. It comes from that divine li fe of grace flowing out of God through 
Christ into us all. It is the common assent to rhe whole creed, code, and 
cu lt of Carholici m that makes Carroll a Catholic university. 
Certainly, aga in, we may not claim for the department of religion 
rhc supreme dignity that comes frcm the fact that it deals with man's 
supreme destiny. Any such claim would be the greatest possible insult to 
the other departments of the institution. It . would be the equivalent to 
sayi ng that they do not make a positive contribution toward leading the 
st udents to their supreme destiny. It would be, indeed, a vain and stupid 
claim, for it is precisely the nature of a Catholic university that as :1 whole 
and in every part it be so designed and so conducted lS to aid men posi-
tively to the attainment of the B2at ifi c Vision. 
Actually, however, the dignity and importance of the department of 
religion arc very modest. It i , as it were, a specia l auxi li ary of the univer-
sity, aiding the whole, wherever and whenever it can, in th e grand gen-
eral purpose of the institution: the imparting of wisdom :tnd the discovery 
of truth, the achievement of a higher cdue:ttion in harmony with the 
ide:t l of Christian humanism. 
The position of the department of religion is somewh:tt like that of 
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a gro up of state department executives sent to the department of defense 
in the interests of improving the efficiency of operation. In the Cabinet, 
it is true, the state department takes precedence over the department of 
national defense, but the group of executives and their pccial prograrn 
may well not have the highest priority among all the projects of the 
Army. It is not theirs to infuse the Army with the spirit of America . If 
that is not there already, the whole cau e wou ld be lost from the start. It 
is omcwhat in this manner that the professors of relig ion, each one of 
them a product of a School of T heology, function in the academ ic life of 
John Carro ll Univcr ity. Theology wou ld, indeed, take prcccdencl! over a 
College of Arts and Sciences or a Schoo l of Bu incss, Econom ics, and Gov-
ernmen t, but the pecial program of this speciali7ed group of theologians 
in the department of religion woul d not necessarily have absolute pciority 
in such a college or school. Tt is not theirs to in fuse the whole with Hh-
olicism. If at holi cism doe not alread y pervade the whole, the ca use of 
C:ttholi c higher educat ion is indeed lost . 
\Xfh at, t hen, i the spec iali zed program of the department of reli-
gion) \Xfh:tt is its positive co n trib ution roward the imparting of wi dom 
and the di covery of truth, toward the achievement of a higher education 
in h armony with the ideals of C hri tian humani m. 
By way of an wer tO the above questions, a beginning ma y be made 
by pointing out another obv ious fact: a tuden t makes great progress in 
learning in his four year at John Carroll. He acquires in the course of 
hi s st udies not only a grea t amount of information, but also some fac ilit y 
in t he usc of the rool of lc:trn ing . Hi advance in al l thi is tremendous. 
Hisrory, lang uages, philosophy, economics, and all other branchc arc un-
fo lded before his maturing mind. He i com ing to full maturin g in all 
these fields. Therei n , however, li es a hidden danger. lt is the danger of 
unbalance. Unbalance of any so rt i repu gnant to the ideal s of C ht-ist ian 
humanism . Such phenomena :ts g raduate engineer who cannot write a 
correct letter, a med ica l men tO whom the name of Shakespeare means 
only the 1936 football season at To trc Dame arc fore ig n tO th~ co ncept 
of Catholic education. How mu c h more repugnant it is tO that sa me ideal 
were a student to g raduate in biology, chemistry, or business admini tra-
tion without a corresponding mat urity in the gra p of his religion, it is 
not difficult tO sec. Whereas all the departments of the university do their 
be t to impart the proper Catholic va lues and appreciations in their re-
spective fields, t here is need of more . It is the function of the department 
of relig ion to offer such course and to conduct such projects :ts will 
guarantee an advance in reli gious know ledge corre paneling to the ad-
vance made in spec ialized field s. 
This auxiliary function of the department of relig ion leads it into 
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every other department of the university. Throughout the whole field of 
education it is to present, in its courses conducted for the various units of 
the institution, C:nholic doctrine, morality, and worship in so intelligent 
and appreciative a b hion as will result in a marked influence upon the 
practical li ves of our graduates. In trying to maintain a religious train-
ing proportionate to the training in all other branches, it aims at clarify-
ing the moral concepts of the student, at imparting correct moral prin-
cip les, and at training the tudent in the formation of correct moral judg-
ments. The whole program of the university calls upon it to provide the 
student with a ready knowledge of the reasonable arguments upon which 
his faith is founded and to impart a fuller understanding of the dogmas 
of that same faith. As the tudent advances into upper division work in 
other fields, the religion courses arc conducted to provide him with oppor-
runities for arr iving at orne knowledge of scientific theology, to pre cnt 
the social aspects of Catholicism on the more mature leve l, and to impart 
as far as possible an appreciation of Catholicism as a culture. 
The department of religion at John Carroll University is most for-
tunate in the light of another very obvious fact: that the university itself 
is in a vital and growi ng stage of development. It can look forward to 
participation in the great period of development with and in the univer-
sity. This expansion and further growth will take place primarily in the 
field of upper division work. Already it is possib le to major in religion or 
ro have a minor in it where the major is a related field of study. Its most 
immediate development will probably be in the direction of courses in 
the religious aspects of sociology and philosophy, of courses in the cultural 
aspects of religion, as, for example, in the literature of Sacred Scripture, 
in the influence of Catholicism in \Vestern Civilization, in Catholi c poetry, 
drama, and art. In all the fields of intellectual endeavor wherein the grow-
ing university will enter, there, too, the department of religion w ill fol-
low with correlative courses. 
Among the many present-day manifestations of future possibilities 
is one that augurs well for the growth of the department of religion and 
for the whole university in general. It is the evident stirring of the begin-
nings of the movement of Catholic Action in the United States. The 
Catholic layman under the inspiration of the repeated exhortations of the 
Holy Father is beginning to re pond to the invitation to participate in 
the apo tolate of the hi erarchy. If such participation is to be intelligent, 
it wi ll create a demand for laymen more highly tra ined in Catholicism and 
its applicat ion to life than were formerly needed. We sha ll have more and 
more such laymen consecrati ng their lives to the advance of Catholic 
Action . For the department of religion this demand is forming the chal-
lenge of the future. 
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The Bicycle 
by Kevin Tobin 
T H E fina l even in g, so long imagi ned and d readed, ha d come at las t and 
now was ted in to its dy ing minutes. The moment had come to say 
goodbye. 
T hey lud ~pent mos t of t he evenin g on th:: fro nt porc h , rock ing 
bcn d y on the g lider, laug hing and acting as thoug h th ere we re rea ll y 
no th in g at a ll diO:eren t about thi evening . T r ul y, it ee med n o diffe rent 
f rom the m an y u h evenin gs they had spent on the f ron t porc h tha t 
umm er, onl y th a t now and then a leaf broke loo e and floated down into 
t he lig ht of the lamppost and settled sk i tti ~ hl y to res t alon g th e c urb . 
The ni g ht seemed lon ger and stra nger tha n be fore. 
He had felt warm and strong , a he alwa ys f elt when he sn beside 
her there on the g lider. ow and then he paused in hi expansive co n ver-
\a tion to loo k a t her. There was n o t hin g more de li g htfu l to him in t he 
worl d th an to gaze on her when she loo ke I up into hi face and la ug hed 
0 \Cr something he had said. A n d how beautifull y and often she would 
la ug h. H e ama zed himself w it h t he case wit h whi c h he co ul d am u c her. 
he inspired hi m; he cou ld go on fo r ho urs bein g funn ier th an he had ever 
k nown he co ul d be. 
Of cour e they d id n ' t a lways joke. Many ni ghts they spent in serious 
d iscu ion of grave matte r . They po ke more often of life. Life was some-
thing they seemed to have d iscovered together, a wonderf ul , fr ig h te nin g 
w meth in g whi c h t hey suddenl y fo und all aroun d t hem . I t wa a m yster y 
into whic h they had cur iou ly searc hed in sma ll sta ge . He was often 
pleasantly su rpri ed to fi n d t hat she, too, fe l t jut as he did abo ut some 
aspec t of li fe . These were t he co n versa t ions w hi ch had led them to t alk 
about t heir f u tures, and here he h ad fo und that he wa nted to go into the 
f u t u re w it h her. Wi t h her beside him he fe l t t hat w hat was to come 
could hold no fear. 
They were standing n ow . H e lea ned back gentl y on the porch ra il 
~ n d held her clo e, as he had done every evenin g w hen it was almost time 
to say goodni g ht. Bu t now he had beg un to fee l the di fferen ce. H e t·ealized 
for the first time th at there wou ld reall y be no tomorrow night- never. 
It was not goodnig ht; it w as goodbye. 
he was quiet, and carcely seemed to brea the in his arms. He won -
dered what she wa thi nkin g of . He wondered if she felt as he did. 
" You will w rite to me always, won ' t you ?" he as ked . 
Her reply was soft . " Ye ," she said . She b uried her head 111 hi s 
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shoulder. Still he could tell that she had not yet begun to cry. 
"You know," he said, "this might not be for good. Your dad's firm 
could call him back here on a minute's notice. Or even if they don't it 
won't be long now until I finish chool, and then I could get a job and 
ave some money and come after you." 
She hook her head into hi shoulder, a despairing, delicate, move-
ment. " ro," he said, "your father and mother want you to go to college 
next year. They won't let you work, or come after me." 
"You don't think I'd let them stop me, do you? I'll come. I'll get 
the money, and I'll come." He said the words, but he knew that she wa 
right. He would never be able to come after her, not for year . The 
amount of money he would have to save to get to alifornia was too big 
an obstacle. The whole future seemed crushing and empty. He stopped 
thinking about it. They stood for a long time, not moving. 
A car went past behind him. He could hear the leaves blow abo ut 
and settle down in its wake. It wa getting late, he knew. 
"We've got to say goodbye." He spoke softly, almost inaudibly. 
" Yes .. . let's walk around back to your bike." 
"A ll right." He eemed not to hear what she had said, yet they 
started clown the front steps and walked acros the lawn to the driveway. 
The moon was full in a clear sky, and the roofs of all the hou es g lowed 
brightly against their starry background. She looked beautiful to him 
with the moon softly illuminating her features. Her eyes sparkled as she 
smiled ge ntly up to him. They walked slowly arm in um up the driveway, 
not speaki ng a word . 
In the grass of the back yard lay his bicycle, the polished chrome 
handlebars shining in the moonlight. Suddenly he realized an awful thing. 
He had to say goodbye forever, and then get on his bicycle and ride on 
down the driveway. The last th ing she would remember of him would be 
his rid ing clown the driveway on his bicycle. He flushed. What in the 
world had ever caused him to ride it over tO her house on his last date! 
"What's the matter?" she asked. He had been staring at the bicycle. 
"Nothing, nothing at all." He turned to her. She was looking swee tly 
up at him, the moonlight accenting the concern in her face. 
"You know," he said, 'I'd like it much better if you went up into 
the house before I leave." 
"Now, si ll y, you know I always watch you leave before I go in , and 
I want tO do it the same as always tonight, for the last time." 
"But ... " She stopped him by putting her finger across his lips, a 
trick of hers which he had always liked. " ow," she said, "promise me 
again that you'll w rite me always, every week." 
"Every day," he said . He was trying to gather himself back into the 
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mood. 
ow, il ly, you know you'd oon get tired of that." 
" 1 o I won't. I'm oin to write every day. I promi e." 
" II right, all ri ht, every day t hen. But I warn you I'm only goin 
to " rite once a week." 
He felt a vagu di appointment at thi . idn't he feel the ame 
way about him a he felt about her? But that wa ill . He knew bcctcr. 
"All right,'' he aid " ou write once a week, but make it a long 
letter and tel l me about your new home and friend , and don't leave a 
th ing out. Promi e?" 
" I promi e." 
" nd . .. J oan?' 
"Ye ?" 
"Joan don't get a new boy friend right ::~way, wi ll ou? ot for a 
w hile." 
"Oh, illy, .J won' t ." 
He ki ed her, and held her close f or ::t Lon , tender moment. H~ 
thought of the bicycle. 
" J oan ... couldn t you go in b fore T leave ?" 
" But why ?" 
" \V e I I , it ' j u t t h a t . . . well I . . . " 
he p ut her fi nger on hi lip ::t atn. ow I'll not hear ::~not hcr 
word. I want our Ia t goodbye to be t he sa me ::t ::~ l w::ty . I' ve ::~! way 
thou ht of it th at way ." 
He wa ilent. Then, after a Ion moment, he re igned him elf . Giv-
ing her a la t, tender ki he parted f rom her and turned toward his bi -
cycle. H e w a trangely ::~ware of every part of hi body. H e seemed to 
be apart from himself, pas ively ob erving hi own movements. He saw 
his hand rap the hining handlebar and lift the bi ycle but he f elt 
nothin , and eemed not to w ill what he w a doing. 
H e put the bicycle upright , and turnin it down the dri veway, he 
lif ted one leg ove r the ea t and rood there, looking at her. he was mall 
and boyi h in the moonli ht. he mo ed over to him and he held her 
with one arm and kis ed her a ain. He felt hi che t knotting with emo-
tion. He wanted o to tride manfully down the driveway, without turn-
ing back to an wer her tear . But he felt him elf on hi bicycle, trapped 
in shame and she had not yet begun to cry. 
He ki ed her once more, and then moved away, not saying a word. 
He put hi bicycle into motion, and started down the driveway . His 
whole back burned under her eye . To ay goodbye forever, and then have 
to ride off on his bicycle. He longed to get to the street and turn, to be 
free in his agony of her gaze . 
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Newman's Style 
by Germain Grisez 
S ivlE nn of ardinal 1 rcwman' writing make no mention of his tylc other merely repeat those kindly aying . wh i h have become 
meaning! from overwork, other hold that hi tyle owe mu h to 
iccro and till others roundly condemn the st le of the ngli h convert, 
contending that it i "J lavi h imitation of the Roman las ics." 
Con crn ing the origin of hi tyle Tewma n him elf aid: 
The only maHer of sq le I ha\'c ever had (\\·hich is strange comidcring 
the difference of the languages) is icero. I think I owe a !)feat deal to hsm, 
but a far as I know, to no one else . 
ow while it is enlightening to dis over that cwman on idercd him elf 
indebted to iccro as a rna tcr of tyle, sti ll it i absolutely nccc ·ary to 
note that cwman ould not po ibly have adopted completely the tyle 
of one who did not ' rite in the ngli h language, for there arc two ele-
ment or feature of tyle, one of which results from the u e of vocabu-
lary and grammar and the other of which re ult fron1 the m •thod of 
e ·po ition. 
As a re ult of the very difference which cwman reco nized be-
tween Latin and ngli h, it i almo t alway impo iblc to dupliCJte in 
the latter langua ge pcculiaritie of sty le found in the former, if tho e pccu-
liaritic arc conditioned by Latin grammar and vocabulary. In i ero's 
writing , for xamplc we c advantagcou u c of verb and \'crba l , but 
Engli h ha not the wealth of erb which Latin ha and ha not gram-
matical pro i ion for a wide and 'aried a u c of verbal . In ewman 
work , rather, we find the noun and relative clau c brought to their per-
fection which i not unexpe ted, since En li h i rich in noun and allows 
many u c of the relative on truction . 
Again, in Latin writing numerou variation in word order arc made 
po ible by the infle tion of nouns, verbs, adjective , and pronouns, hile 
in Engli h few ariations in word order arc po iblc. on idcr :1 imple 
tatemcnt : "The man ee the hor e." If the meaning is to be clear there 
is no other way of makin chi tatemcnt in Engli h a far a the order of 
the word is concerned, but in Latin no lc than fi e alternative offer 
them clvc for our choice. n the other hand a lonaer Engli h cntence 
allow greater variety than a horter one whil a longer Latin cntence 
demand greater preci ion in arrangement than a honer one in the arne 
language. 
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Again, conjunctions :Ire frequently used in Latin, and there is :1 
great variety from which to choose . This bctor greatly aids the Latin 
author in his attempt to write truly unified prose. C icero, having this 
means at his disposal, produces some very tightly unified pic cs of great 
length and intricacy. lewman, on the other hand, using Eng lish which 
is weak in conjunctions, was forced to employ relat i\'c pronouns and ad-
verbs with the sign ifi cant force of conj un ctions in order to ac hieve the 
same facility of transition, :1 fac ili ty which i admirab le in icero's works. 
In their method of expo ition cwman and iccro arc often alike. 
Both author make con tant usc of par:III clism and paradox; the writings 
of both lack sensua l :1ppeal but have grc:tt intellec tual appeal. Both fre-
quentl y coin new word when no existi ng word sa tisfie the idea to be 
expressed . 
cwman never uses an e cnt ially rhetorical argument, nor does 
Cicero in his c ays, altho ugh the con trary i true in the orat ion ; fo r 
both wi h to convince the reader and ga in intellectual as cnt, r:tther than 
merely to lead to act ion with in te ll ectual conviction. 
The "pyramid al st ructure" is the one de\'iCc most wonh noting in 
ew man 's expository writing. This met hod of expo ition , very common 
in cia sie:tl pro c, consists in the building of an argument to a sing le con-
clu ion ( the apex of the pyramid) from an analysis of many universa lly 
conceded facts (the base of the pyramid) by means of reasoning :~ l one. 
In thi s process, of course, opinions arc quoted to show that the original 
facts arc univers:~ lly conceded, to how that the reasoning is v:~lid, :~nd to 
show that other have reached the same conclusio n; but cldom , in this 
type of ex position , arc the author' opinions tatcd direc tl y, and neve r is 
the ch ief point of the argument produced without proof and u cd a 
material for di cu sion. This " pyramidal structure'' m ay be contrasted 
with the " plane structure" which is a loo ely joined discussion ba ed 
largely on opinion :111 d reaching any number of so-ca ll ed conc lusions. Of 
course, it is the latter t ype which is most in favor :1t present in English 
composition, it being considered less offcn ivc tO the reader, :1nd allowing 
him tO form hi s own final j udgmcn t on any q ucstion; but it i the for -
mer t_)(pe which is the be t tool for real expos itory writing, for exposition 
aims not at a mere elaboration of opinion but r:tther at a development 
and proof of judgment . 
Docs cwman 's as umption of Cicero' method of exposition cause 
him to be a " la vish imitator of the classics"? I sho uld say that the cor-
rect reply is that it docs not, no more than does St. Thomas' usc of nuny 
of AristOtle's principles cause him to be :1 slavish imitator of Greek phil-
osophy. For just as Sr. Thomas differs from Aristotle on m:1ny important 
points of philosoph y, so docs ewman differ from Cicero on nun y im-
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ponant points of literary sty le. Whereas Cicero in his orations abandon 
the "pyramida l structure" for a rhetorical appeal, ewman u es the logi-
cal exposition mot fully in his Idea of a Unit ·ersity which was intcndl:d 
to be a convinci ng oration. And whereas icero always adju ted his argu-
ment ro his audience, but never ad justed hi vocabulary, 1'\ewman never 
sacrificed his cool reasoning but always readily sacrificed his vocabulary; 
for to 1ewman words were no end in themselves but only a means toward 
the end of exposition which is the transference of certitude, and knowl-
edge for Newman is it own ufficient end . 
Had 1 ewman been a slavi h imitator we should expect his writings 
to be similar to a literal t ra n lation of Latin pro e, but this i hardly the 
case. His imitat ion is not slavi sh but art i tic; a a sculptor in his statu· 
imir:nes the mode l, so docs cwman in his sty le imitate Latin prose: 
that beauty in the model which was transferab le into the statue becomes 
more apparent in the work of art than in the model, but that beauty of 
the model which is not transformable is left behind by the true sculptor. 
who docs not damage his work by a vain effort to do the impo siblc. 
The beauty of Tewman's style is, then, the beauty of originality. 
When we read his precise sentences flowing rhythmically and lucidly, we 
read semcnces for which there is no Latin prototype. When we arc 
amazed by the perfection of his rea oning and by the clarity with which 
he expo cs hi argument, we arc am azed by a perfection and clarity of 
instructed but independent genius. 
cwman's sentence perfectly express their thoughts: if his sentences 
arc long and unwi eldy , it is so because hi s thought were great and th~ 
ideas with which he struggled were unwieldy. 
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Waking Time 
The Morning from her chambers of the East 
Arose in softly-tinted vei ls of dew, 
And shook her lon g and flowing go lden hair 
That in the cooling breezes waved and blew; 
And in the basi n of the dampened field 
She bathed her flushin g face and smilin g eyes; 
Then donned her romping-frock of b rilli ant gold, 
And skipped into the playground of the skies. 
- Ruthanne Mc-Cart by Gilcbrisl 
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Heinrich Pesch 
by Arthur J. Noetzel, Ph. D. 
T \\i'E TTY-l-IVE years ago, in the soft gray twilight of \'alkcnburg, 
Holland, the Jesuit community chanted the ffice of the Dead for 
a vener:1ble member, eventy-two years old . F:J.ther Pesch, the O rder' emi-
nent economist, had died after devot in g :1 li fetim e to the study of soci:J.I 
problems. 
In his Libf'ralismus, ocia lism us und cbristlichc GC'se!lscbaft s-ordnun8 
( 1896), he first sketched his ideas of socia l order. He ca ll ed his position 
olidarism, a soc ial ph ilosop h y which compromises neither with nineteenth-
century liberali sm nor with Marxism . He refined his thoughts in more 
th:J.n eighty journal articles and in thirteen books before g iv in g them defi-
nite form in his monumental Lcbrlmcb dC'r 'alionalokouomie ( 1903-
192 3), a text of five volumes and more than 4,000 pages. 
Heinrich Pesch was born in Co logne on September 17, 18 54. r\ t the 
.1ge of eightee n , he matriculated at the University of Bonn to stll dy la w 
and the soc ial c iences . Fo ur yea r later, he entered the Society of j es us 
and spe nt the nex t fourteen ye:J.r in cia sica!, philo oph ical, :~nd theologi-
ol studic, :1nd in private ly reading economics. Durin g this period, be-
ca use of t he Knltu r!?amjJf, he spent four year in Eng land where he ob-
served the distressed condit ion of the Lancas hire workingman. \'\' .1s it this 
ex perience that ca used him to devote hi li fe to ocio-eco nomic problems, 
rathe r tll:ln to pur ue theologica l and philosophical tudi es :1s did hi s 
brother, C hri stian and Tilmann? The g reat Engli h economi t, A lfred 
Mar h:1ll , had a imilar experience early in hi career, and he describes it 
in these word : "Then, in my vaca ti on , I visited t he poorest qu:1rters of 
everal cit ies, and wa lked through one street after :~nother, looking at the 
faces of the poorest people. Next, I resolved to mak e a thoroug h a study 
as I could of Poli tic:J. I Economy." 
Jn 190 I, at the age of forty-seve n, he re umed for two year his for-
ma l study of economic at the Universit y of Berlin under Gustav c hmol -
ler, the historical economist, and Ado lph W agner, a leader in the G erman 
C hri st ian Sociali t Movement. There:J.fter his li fe was g iven to writ in g on 
economic topics, for which efforts he was given honorary doctornes by 
the Univer ity of Cologne and the Un iversity of Munster . 
Heinrich Pe ch was the first theori t who attempted to const ru ct 
an economic theory founded on Thom i ti c philo ophy. His synthesis was 
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Solidarism. olidarity is not merely a social fact, but a moral duty aris-
ing from the interdependence of men as soc ial being . This bond is not 
solely the result of instinctive tcndencic, but is also rooted in man's 
rational and moral nature . It is the principle of solidarity "which meas-
ure, determines, and limit freedom, private owner hip, the self-interest 
of both independent economic 'subjects' and associations, and th.: influ-
ncc of the politically united national community, which is the common 
responsibility of citizen and officials alike and which brings about, where 
common interests arc evident, communal feelings and common res pon i-
bility among the associations within the State." 
He believed that the State could best perform its functions in social 
and economic life through vocational groups, whose primary task is to 
direct the economic activities of its members toward the common good 
of each member and of the national economy. The vocational groups 
would provide for the welfare of its members, individually and collec-
tively, by supervising production and in establi hing an equitable di tri -
bution of income. These groups wou ld constitute a " ocial system of 
industry. " uch a system would protect the members of the groups in 
the various professions and industries aga inst the arbitrary actions and 
abu es of fellow-members. This self-regu lation should not be confused 
with a planned economy. The principle of solidarity requ ires that a higher 
social organization shou ld not undertake what a lower social group ing 
can do at least equally well; thus it rejects economic tatism. Solidarism 
would preserve and strengthen the proper functions of the entrepreneur 
and pre ve nt the "absorption and dilution of the independence of the entre-
preneur caused by the 'pl:tnned economy' [which] is entire ly unsuited to 
lead to an increase of the producti vc power of the economy." 
According to Solidarism, economics is to be understood in terms of 
a ocial and po litica l unity. With a viewpo int similar to that of Alfred 
Marshall, who wrote that economists are concerned "with man as he is; 
not with an abstract or 'economic nun' bu t a man of flesh and 
blood," Pesch saw the object of economics to be man- a person and a 
social being- at work. He believed that all cultural processes and he-
tors are inseparably li nked w ith national welfare and, therefore, shou ld 
come under the scrutiny of the economist. He thus defines economics: 
"The science of the economic li fe ( t he proces of providing material 
goods) of a people cons idered as a soc ial uni t, bou nd together by the 
pol iti co-social community life." 
A lthough econom ics is not an isolated science, it is an independent 
scien ce. One of his contribu tions to economi c t heory was the de li neat ion 
of the eth ical and economic aspects of the process of prov id ing material 
goods. W hile he fi rm ly upheld t he ethi ca l basis of economic life, he main-
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:ained that it is not only possible but also very fe.J si0 le, to delimit the 
scope of economics to the tudy of actual economic pheno m cn .1. He 
wrot e : "~1edieval cholasticism, as well as present-day moral philosophy, 
deals with the f act s of economic life from a mor.1l point o f ,·iew . That 
is not the job o f the economist. lie will not, of course, oppose the de-
m ands of ethio, but neither will he lose sight of the fact that economic~ 
h.1s become an au tonomous cience, which treats of the economic li fe of 
.1 nation from a viewpoint diffe rent from that of ethics. The decisi,·e 
, ie\\'poim o f the latter is that of moral goodness, while for economics it 
is that of national pro perity . The materia l object nuy be partially the 
.1 me for both, but their re pec tive forma l object defin itel y differs, and 
that is why they are to be regarded as independent science . " Prior to his 
\\'riting, many atholic assumed economics to be a branch o f cthics; his 
.1pproach shifted their attention from what may be called an a? ologeti..: 
unpl1.1sis toward positive and con tructive ana lysis. 
A perva i ve characteri tic of his economic theory is a babnced con-
ception of freedom, " a major timulating motive animating th e develop-
ment of abili ties." But freedom is not an end in itself . The gv.d of th.:: 
nationa l economy determines the mea ure of individua l f reedom. If free-
dom is not to become arbitrariness, it must submi t to the hi gher criterion 
of justice. Social and economic harmony requires freedom with re ponsi-
b ility. True socia l order mu t reject the :ltomistic indi vidualism which 
dt mands completely unrc trained freedom fo r the inst inct of elf - inte rest; 
' 0 al so must collectivism be rejected which ig nore the natural differences 
of in dividuals and req uires the acrifice of individual economic f reedom. 
Freedom with responsibility is a perennial challenge to economic life, and 
it is not easi ly attained. "Economic and social harmon y is not a mere gift 
o£ nature, but is a difficu lt, practical goa l, an art-prod uct which is not 
' ? Ontaneously attained. lt must be striven for and pre erved by prudence, 
per cvcrancc, and conscientio usness." It is a major task of eco nomi cs tO 
;ca:·ch for a principle w hi ch provides " a balance of the ind ividual inter-
e rs, harmony between the individual well-being and the common wcll -
b:.. ng , trc dom in and with order." 
A an economist, Pesch wa eclectic; he sought to achieve a un ity 
oc Thomistic philo ophy and t he best of economic theory. In his auto-
biography, he wrote: " I told my elf if you have acq uired the f ru it of the 
m st able cholars, then you have a lready ga ined much , and you can go on 
building in your own manner." His writings were a channel for organiz-
i g and coordinating C atholic ocial philosophy; his ideas influenced Quad-
1agt·si 1110 A nno, and through t his papal encyclical he indi rectly contrib -
uted much to present-day socio-economic thought. 
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Tug-of-War 
by Patrick Trese 
H EADLlNES throbbing, the journal of the E~st Liverpool Laymen 's 
Retreat League shouted with all the mimeographed vehemence it 
was able to summon . The East Liverpool Laymen's Retreat Leag ue, it 
chimed, was waging a heavily contested tug-of-war with the Cherubim, 
Seraphim, Thrones, and Dominations. 
The novice who was reading this vociferous art ic le kept his vigi l at 
the beds ide of Fnher Joe McG lynn, the cause of all the lyrical clamor. 
Father Joe, Moses-li ke, recl ined high above the tumult, enthroned in t he 
third-floor infirmary of the grave lovitiate under the sooth ing care of 
soothing Brother chm idt, ~ffect i onately- but furtive ly- referred to 
as Brother Death . 
Father Joe was drawing clo e to his fiftieth year as a J esuit prie t. 
The last twenty-five had been spent as director of the East Liverpool R e-
treat Hou e. He was someth ing of a legend now. 
T he nov ice wondered how a man cou ld endure twe nty-five years of 
trying to drive a spiritual wedge into t he thick, materia listic skulls of 
the wea lthy burghers of Ea t Liverpool. I [c himse lf had waited tab le at 
the Retreat House severa l t imes: t he men had always impres ed him as 
stoli d, pompous, weak-wi ll ed fidgi ty boors. ot that a nov ice was any-
one to judge t hem , of course. They were mostly successfu l (there's a mis-
u ed word) busines men, but he just doubted whether t hey coul d appre-
ciate a sp ir itua l truth or anyt hin g, for t hat matter, th at wasn' t meas ured 
in doll ars and cents . St ill, t hey came back year after year, the w hole scl f-
atisfied lot of t hem, for t he th ree days of attempted sil ence w it h God . 
. It was well , he thought , that God was not as f us y as nov ices were. 
T he t ug-of-war intrig ued him. H e pictured a long rope suspended 
in ai r at one end. T hose we re the C herub im, Seraphim , Thro nes, and 
Dominations. T hey were pure spirits ; so you cou ldn ' t ee them. At the 
other end were t he hu ffi ng, puffi ng Men of East Liverpool. I t was abo ut 
time they go t some exerc ise. T he anchor-man was ]. F rank Ed monson 
("Saint James the Grea ter"), st ra inin g for all he was worth. ]. Frank 
Edmonson was president of Edmonson Iron and Steel. The rest of the line 
was generously sprinkled with ch ief executives an d chairmen-of -the-board 
whose names he had fo rgotten but whom he had rechristened with an 
accuracy nouri shed by a year of silence. 
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Trotting up and down the middle of the rope wa Fa ther Joe Mc-
Glynn. 
"Mm h? " said Father Joe. 
" 1 was laughin g at this article about rou, F:nher. They say the Men 
of at Liverpool and t he Ange ls are ha\·ing a tug-of-war over you." 
"Mmh. Look li ke the Retreat House gang has the weight advan-
tage, mmh)" 
" I'll say." 
"Mmh." 
The novice glanced at the ti red, aged face of hi charge . Fifty years 
of sacrifice had exacted their price. T he ready , Iri sh retort was still on 
his lip , but the mi ch icvo us sparkle was gone from hi s eyes . Fathe r Joe, 
the no vice knew, was drawing closer, hour by hour , to hi s rendezvous 
with the Cherubim, Seraphim, Th rones, and Dominations. He returned 
to the article. 
The Men of East Li\·erpool, said the editor, were plannin g a massive 
banquet (it wou ld be mass ive, all ri ght) to celebrate Father McGlynn's 
golden jubilee. They we re going to pre enr him with the plans and pledges 
for the new, ultra -modern Retreat House. Father McGlynn was to be 
there in person , for the Men of East Liverpool brooked no interferen ce 
from seraphic quarters. 
Father McGlynn had his own ideas on the subject. He was going to 
celeb rate his jubilee in Heaven if he had anything to say about it . After 
the Ia t attack he had stayed awake all night watching his hand to see 
if they wo uld turn blue. They wouldn't, and he was a little disappointed. 
Worst of all , he had been regaining his strength for the past week. Only 
two days were left befo re the banquet, and it looked as if the Angels were 
going to lose out. 
The novice, disappointed in hi s author's allegorica l powers, gazed 
around the room. A quick glance at the old pric t catap ulted him out the 
door and dow n the hall to the infirmarian's office. Brother Schmidt halted 
the preparation of one of his explosive phy ics (thank God for mall 
blessings) and dispatched the novice to the Rector for administration of 
the last acra ment . F:nher Rector delegated Father James Hanna, one of 
Father Joe's few remaining contemporaries. Fa ther Hanna was a learned, 
h igh-s trun g old man whose nervousness was no little increa ed by this 
sudden call to duty. 
Trembling by the bedside of the dying priest, Father Hanna paged 
confidently through the Rituale R oma/111/11. Bap tism. Confirmation-
several priests entered the room- Holy Orders, Matrimony, Exorcism, 
Holy \Vater, Palms, Confirmation, Baptism, ... where was Extreme 
Unction? He'd used it often enough before. The pages flew like Sibyl's 
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leave past Father Hanna's worried eyes. Father Minister, a notoriously 
;ool gentleman, began ro fidget. 
Father McGlynn stirred. Tired eye peered from crumpled pillows 
.10d a tired voice murmured: 
" Try the index, Jim. " 
"Oh yes. The index." 
" i\1mh." 
:,- :.· ::· 
The novice w::ts cleaning up the empty room. The bed had been 
, tripped; the crucifix and the candles had been c::trr ied back to the sac-
risty . .. I Ie bent down and picked up the paper under the bed. 
" Men of East Liverpool . . tug-of-war ... Cherubim, Seraphim, 
fhronc, and ... " 
Twenty-s ix bymen attended the funera l. " uts," sa id the novice. 
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How May I Describe My Love? 
Oh, how may I describe the molten tide 
That is my love by anything men know; 
\Vhat ocean flows so deep or rolls so wide? 
What soaring song is born, what flowers grow? 
What sharp pains throb, where lies a lustrous pearl 
That can compare? Perhaps this dream be it 
Thyse lf :1 g lowing star, my love the whorl 
That trains in ceaseless rapture 'round its source-
And yet such words as these are poor, dumb things, 
And false as heaven 's drifting, phantOm dome; 
For even stars grow dark and lose their wings. 
The light that clung to them dissolves in foam, 
Then dies in mi st. My love for thee shall g leam 
\'V'ith ilvery fire through an immortal dream. 
- Louis Sacristc 
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Education Delendam Est 
by T ere nee Mart in 
HALITTLE knowledge is a dangerous thing." Almost everyone ha 
heard this proverb at one time or another. And many perhaps have 
used it themselves, for it contains more than a grain of truth. Is there 
anyone who has not seen examples of partially educated persons, bloated 
with their limited knowledge, committing flagrant errors of judgment' 
And is there one of us who has seen the e examples who docs not yearn 
to put a stop to them? o, I think not. All of us would like to di cover a 
method of correcting this perennial evil, and yet, did we ever stop to 
realize that if partially educated persons were not partially educated, they 
would be unable to commit these flagrant errors of judgment? The clear, 
cold logic of this statement rcfreshe the mind. 
Looking at the problem as a whole, one sec two po siblc solutions. 
Either we must educate everyone thoroughly, or, if that is impossible, 
we mu t undertake a program of de-education, which wou ld attempt to 
educate no one, and to help those already cduc:tted to forget what they 
have learned. 
The first plan, to educate everyone thoroughly, is highly ambitious 
but hardly attainable. There arc far too many factor involved to allow 
complete success. We have only to look at the figures to be properly dis-
illusioned. Of the 1,734,202 tudcnts who graduated from college in the 
last year, estimates of the number only partially educated run as hi gh as 
1,734,202. The figures speak for them elves. lt is patently beyond the 
range of our educational institutions to achieve thorough education. 
The major obstacle in the path of attaining complete education, and 
the one most probably accountable for the :tbove fig ures, is the over-
whelming amount of knowledge to be :tssimilated. Since the creation of 
the ear th many things have occurred in the experience of man. Let u 
arbitrarily cast a ide the first few million years, for their alient contri-
bution to learning has been merely to increase the confu ion surrounding 
the question of the actual age of the earth, and look briefly at the last 
twenty-five centuries. This would carry us in philo ophy from Socr:ttes 
to Sartre, in literature from Horace to Eugene O'Neil, and in administra-
tion from Alexander to Stalin. By the time a man mastered the learning 
of these twenty-five centuries, and turned his mind to the future, he 
would be dead, leaving the world nothing of his labors except a wealth of 
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pencil-marked margi ns, dog-cared pages, and maybe a few telephone num -
bers, joned , in the d.1ys of hi s youth, in ide the cover of books. IIJ \ 
knowledge would die with him and would not benefit mankind in the 
least. 
Another di sco urag in g factor is that even amo ng men who arc uni-
versally respec ted for the scope of their knowledge, we sometimes find 
unreasonable attitudes st rikin g ly similar to those of partia ll y cd ucat ·d 
per on . or even a prominent scho lar of the twentieth ce ntury whos~ 
name for obv ious rca;o ns mu t here be withheld, wa above such impru-
dence. I le relates in a letter to a fr iend how one morning when he came 
dow n to brcakb t he was to ld t hat he would have ro do without hi s 
morning eggs, for it h ad been discovered that they were rotten . \ 'V'irhout 
thinking of the unreasonableness of hi ~ att itude, he snorted , "N ut to 
chicken ." Of course he was only eight year o ld w hen he made thi s state-
ment, but he was a brig ht lad for his age. 
umcrous other difficu lties lessenin g the po sibiliry of at tainin g com-
plete ed ucation co uld be cited, but rather let us con idcr the altcrnativ 
plan: to educate no one, and to help those already educated forget what 
they know. The m an y porcntialiric inherent in the mere uggcst ion of 
this plan lend rhcm se l ves read il y to the imag inat ion. 
Obvious ly one of the first reps in the carrying out of this pbn 
would be the total elimination of teachers. If we had no teachers, we 
would have no formal education; and sin ce this constitutes one of the 
goa ls of de-education, reac hers must go . Immediate ly we arc faced with 
another p roblem: a method of riddin g ourselves of the teac hin g classes. 
There arc ample mea n of achieving this end, sudden vio lent extermin a-
tion bei ng the quickest and surest method. Dut any spec ta c ul ar or se nsa-
tional act ion ri sin g ro violence would provoke opposition of a most gen-
era l nature. Peop le would suffer from an outraged ense of rights and 
would rebel at the whole movement. To be certain of success the plan 
must be so diaboli cally clever that the majority of the people ne ver would 
be able to figure out quite what was happenin g . 
Fortunately a plan of this nature ha been set forth by a far ig htcd 
silver miner in Co lorado, who advocate a small reduction in the salaries 
of teachers. This, he says, would be equ iva lent ro slow sta r va tion. Within 
a month the effects would become noticeable, as thin, hollow-checked pro-
fessors st umble inro c lassrooms, their weakened condit ion allowing them 
to cover less and less material every day. Soon they wou ld just come in 
and sit. Later they wou ld not even reach th e cia srooms , and their end 
would be in sig ht. The only possibl e method of saving them would be for 
the voters of the community to take immediate, concerted actio n to raise 
their sa lar ies. In other words, as st :ncd abon, th eir end would be in sight. 
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Once teachers were but a thing of the past, we would be .1 large 
<tride nearer our goal. Two other problems to be dealt with concern dis-
posing of the students and of the schools. 
The first of thee, di po5ing of the students, is not such :.1 Jifticult 
problem a one might suppose. Many sllldents, instead of receiving subsis-
tence check from the government, would receive unemployment checks 
from the gove rnment. Others could obtain jobs in circus sides how , 
where li ving specimens of trange and nearly ext inct forms of li fe are 
genera lly in great demand. And of cour e, any who so desired could accept 
lucrative position in the business world. In short the future of the ex-
students would be an extremely rosy one. 
The chool buildings themselves pose an interesting problem. They 
could be left intact, uninhibited, and forlorn. Thus ours would be the 
first civilization in histo ry to view example of its own remains. More 
practically, the sc hool s could be transformed into hotels, warehouses, 
headquarters for the Forty-ninth Cavalry, or any one of a number of 
things. But perhap the most utilitarian mea ure of all would be to con-
vert them into g igantic taverns to accommodate the ma s of former stu-
dent receiving unemployment checks from the government. In this way 
.1 cycle could be set up, for much of the money would go back to the 
govern ment in taxes; the govern ment in turn would p:1y it out 1n un-
employment check ; it would go back to the government, etc. 
The untutored reader might mistakenly urmise t hat t he views st:.Jted 
here arc unique. This i not the case. Many eminent thinkers have in-
directly advanced the same idea. For example, the great psychologist and 
educator H. Dewman Jone has stated in hi s writings: " ... down . . . " 
"With ... " " . .. education." And Thoma F. Lockwood, one of the 
clearest thinkers of recent times, reassert this idea unequivocally in his 
book, Co-me to Tbinl< of It. On page twenty-nine we find th e words, 
"education"; on page one hundred and even, " is"; and on the very next 
page we discover the descriptive phrase, "tota ll y insane." Though f urthcr 
.1uthority is hardly necessary, let us cast a last backward g lance at the 
words of the distingui heel logician, Theodore Titus of Phaaph C ity, Mon-
tana, who has for over twenty years consisten tl y maintained the view: 
" Down with everyth ing." 
The successf ul elimination of educationa l institutions a outl ined 
above, would be of little avai l, however, without undertaki ng the second 
half of the process of de-e9ucation, namely, assisting people to forget 
what they have already learned. This aspect of the problem of de-educa-
tion which heretofore has alwa ys const ituted t he major st umbl ing block 
m the path of the succe sf ul abolition of education ga ins new sig n ifica nce 
m the light of recent advances in the field of nuclear fi sio n. Scientific 
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investigations have proved conclusively that individuals converted into 
atomic energy no longer are capable of committing errors of judgment 
deriving from an incomplete ed ucation . They arc, in bet, tran ferrcJ 
into an entirely different sphere of activity. 
It is enco uraging to note that several concrete step already have 
been taken in this direction. Only the mass wi ll of the peop le, motivated 
by the warnings of moralists and C hri stian humanists, can possibl y deter 
humanity from successfu ll y achieving tota l de-education through the 
elixir of atomic energy. In view of past history there is no reason to be-
lieve chat the people will IIOUJ heed their warnings. Certainly we have 
on ly to tick to our gu ns, keep stra ig ht the course we have set, and the 
goal sha ll be ours. 
Of course, it may be that a thoughtful person could find some other 
solmion to the problem of "A li ttle learning . .. " One muse be broad-
minded abo ut thn sore of thing. 
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Laughter 
I t bubbles like a tiny brook 
Hid in a shady, g len , 
Or ripples like a rivulet 
That leads to a secret den. 
I t floods the place like a river 
Which crashes past its banks; 
Envelops all by its waters deep 
With no regard for ranks. 
It ebbs and flows like ocean waves 
And comes with surf-like roar; 
And when it dies, what silence falls-
When Laughter is no more . 
-Ann Dillhoefer Lyons 
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The Champ 
by Thomas McGuire 
I TEPPED down from the train and squinted ~t the overh:111ging 
ign: GRil N'>\'11 II· , PoP. 2700. The hills of Vermont completely 
1urrounded the mini~ture city :1nd seemed to hold in the rustic ~tmos­
phere. 
I happily enled in the back se~t of a battered taxi and relaxed. The 
· ~bbic was a friendly, loquacious fellow, the kind who knows e\·eryone 
.llld e' erything that happens in a town. 
"Pbnning to tay in town long, 1ister?" 
"No, T just stopped by to ce a couple of old friends- Doc Boone 
.111d wede L~r en. You know them?" 
"Oh sure, everybody knows the Doc and wede. !-\cal fine guys." l ie 
nodded emphatically. "Ye ir, real fine ." \Xfe rode on for a while, chatting 
pleasantly. Finally the old car can-canned up the winding, dusty hill to 
Doc Boone's place. 
" \Xfell, give my regards to Doc and wedc," the driver s~id :1s he 
bboriou ly shifted ge:1r. 'Til be back for you at seven o'clock." 
"That will be swell. I'll be eeing you." I thanked him . 
"Howie, you old on-of-a-gun! \XIhat brings you way up to thi 
neck of the wood '" yelled Doc. He ru hed down from the porch and 
vigorou ly pumped my hand. 
"Doc! How ~re you?" Doc certainly had aged s1nce I had Ia t seen 
him. "I c:~me up to cc you and the wede. \XIhcre i he? How is he?" 
"Hey, wait a minute, wil l you, Howie? I Ie's fine. Doing J little 
rc:~dwork right now, but he ought to- here he come now." 
Around the turn in the road a familiar red swe~tshirt bobbed ag:~inst 
the green background. A deep-chested figure methodica lly jogged our 
\\' J y. 
"It mu t be 
"Nothing 
best." 
costing you quite a bit to keep rhi place up, Do ." 
roo good for the champ, Howie. Swede de crves the 
"How ie!" boomed the Swede. "You're a sight for sore eyes." \XIhen 
he wa n't wearing his bridge, Swede grinned like a little kid, :~nd hi 
ousled hair added to the picture now. 
"Here, wede, pur this on before you catch cold," clucked the 
motherly Doc as he threw a robe over Swede's shoulders. 
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"That's Doc for you, Howie." Swede ramm..:tl me in the ribs and 
winked hi eye. "Always worried about his mealticket." 
"You know you're only kidding, Swede," put in Doc. 
We slowly walked to the huge, airy gymnasium. Swede warmed up 
ligh tly on the big bag- dancing around it, peppering it with lightning 
1abs. 
"Hey, Howie, get this. Remember how the Bomber bother·ed me last 
time with hi uppercut?" urc I remembered . The Bomber had cut Swede 
up like chicken fricassee for fourteen rounds until the champ finally 
caught and flattened him. "\Xfell, watch this!" The Swede shifted to the 
left and moved in. Ile was a study in grace. The resounding right hook 
m:tde me wince ju t to watch it. 
"That's really something, champ," T said in open admiration. "That 
one wh istled ." Swede beamed happily. 
"What do you s:~y we go up to the house and cat?" suggested Doc. 
"That's fine with me, Doc," said Swede. 
"I could usc a little chow myself, Doc. Do you still cook those dcli-
ctou teaks?" 
"I Taven't lost my touch at all, Howie," grinned Doc. 
Se:tted at the dinner t:tble we laughed a little, talked a little, remin-
isced a little. Swede looked older with his bridge in, and the silver tips 
around his temples told a familiar srory. It was getti ng late- almost time 
for the cabbie to return. I stood up and looked around the room at the 
familiar pictures and trophies. 
"Say, How," said Swede, greatly concerned, "you're getting a little 
flabby, aren't you?" He pu hed his finger deep inro my stomach. "Haven't 
you been working out lately?" 
"Uh ... no," I aid, somewhat embarrassed, " 1 haven't been over to 
the gym in quite some time." 
"That can cut years off your life, Howie. Look at me. I don't fight 
the Bomber again for two months, until July 4, but I'm in condition." 
"I know, champ, you're in the pink." 
"And Howie, if you want to make a few easy bucks- well , I'm 
sure I'll take him." 
" ure, wedc, sure. You know I'm not a betting man, but if I do, 
those g rcenies will be riding on you. 
"You don't have your tickets for the fight yet, do you? Hey Doc, 
fix Howie up with a pair of seats down front so he won't have to turn 
his neck." 
T he impatien t honk of the taxi called to me. " I guess I'll have to be 
going now," I said. "Thanks for everything, Doc, and you too, Swede." 
"Thank you, Howie," said Doc meaningfully, "it's sure done Swede 
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and me good to see you again. " 
I reg retfu ll y wa lked dow n the neat cinder path and got into the cab. 
\Ve drove for about ten minutes in absolute silence. Then the cabbie 
asked, "How long has he been like that? Swede, I mean ." 
"Ten years. It will be ten years th is fourth of J uly thJt Swede fo ug ht 
t he Bom ber." 
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Shark 
A fli ckering blade 
Fres h from t he hone. 
A diamond poin t 
That himmered and shone; 
Aurora's sil ver 
Imbedded in black. 
F ree to dash 
n its watery trac k ; 
A translucent hue 
Of cold blue ice; 
T wi tin g, darting, 
Silent , precise; 
Trailing a swath, 
A miniature 
Milk y W ay, 
An ermine 's f ur ; 
Treacherous de,·il , 
Noble and free ; 
Beauty and killer. 
courge of the sea. 
- T erry Brock 
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The Passing of a Scientist 
by Henry F. Birkenhauer, S.J. 
O N September 10, 1937, Tbe Catbolic U1111 cne Bulletin carried an 
artic le beginning: 
OTED SAVA 'T DECLARES l liS FAlTll GOD 
NO - A"! 1101 IC RESIG NAZI l'OS r 
ro AC( I P r PAPAL IIOl'.OR 
VJ E 'NA- (NC) - A scientiH so diHinguished that he had been 
.1wardcd the obcl pnzc and is one of the savants named br I l1 s H ol iness 
Pope Pius XI tO the new l'onufical Academy of Science, although a non 
Catholic, has juH made a public profession of faith in religious belief. 
J lc is Profes;or Max Planck, one of the grcatc;r savonts in the domain of 
natur.1! science . l 
On October 13 of la;c year, Time Maga:::i11e wrote the epilogue tO 
the long series of Max Planck 's di scoveries : 
The author of the quantum theory lived long enough to sec his discovery 
affect all branches of science and all human hfe. Lasr week i\lax Karl Ernest 
Ludwig Planck, 89, one of history's greatest disco,·ercrs, died.2 
To call Planck one of the greatest savants in the domain of natural 
science and one of hi tory's greatest discoverers is not to prai e him be-
yond his due, for his Quantum Theory is the ba i of a large part of 
twentieth century physics. An international authority on atomic struc-
ture, eils Bohr, writes, for example: 
Scarcely any other discovery in the history of scicncc has produced such 
extrJordinary results within the short span of our generation a> those which 
have direc tl y arisen from i\lax Planck 's discovery of the elementary quantum 
of action.3 
It was in 1900 that Professor Planck proposed hi quantum theory 
as an explanation of a problem of heat radiation. He originated the idea 
that energy is radiated in small packets or photons and not continuously; 
but in his treatment on the second law of thermodynamics was inYolved 
a more revolutionary concept, the notion that these packets of energy 
are emitted according to the law of statistical probability. 
1 Catholic Uuh•erse Bullclfu, Vol. LVIV, 1o. 11, p. 11. 
2 Time Magaziuc, Vol. L, 'o. I 5, p. 66. 
3 Max P l2nck, \ f1brre Is SCimce Goi11g? translated by Jame• :\lurphy, \'('. W. or-
:on & ompany, New York, 1932, p. 18. 
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The clas ical phy ics of the nineteenth century had assumed that 
there WJS no uch thing as chance in phy ical events, that if one knew 
the po i tion and vcloci ry of all the particles in the universe at a given 
moment , it would be possible to predict all future movements of these 
panicle . Pbnck's work des troyed the rigor of thi concept. His ideas as 
developed by Bohr, Ein tcin , and Schroedinger may be u ed to predict the 
movement of aggregates but only on the underlyin g as umption that the 
movemen t of the individual is due entirely to chance. 
Meanwhile, confusion had ari en in the philosophy of cience itself. 
Beouse of the suppo ed rigor of nineteenth century phy ic , cbiming 
that it cou ld predict if it knew sufficient facts, and because of the Kan-
tian mi sconcep tion of ca usc, scientific philosophy h:~d iden ti ficd ca u :~I i ty 
with predictability. In other words, if :1 sc ienti t could predict wh:n a 
machine co uld do, c:~ u sa lity w:t operating. 
bn y were not slow lO draw the corollary from Pbnck 's work that 
if predicubility f:tilcd on the miscro copic level, causality corre pondin g ly 
failed roo. Other there were who :tpplied Plan ck's notion in a weird con -
cept of free will. For them , freedom me:tnt unpredictability. Therefore, 
the indi, idual motions of molecules mi g ht be free while the movement 
of the whole would be determined. Planck him elf saw hi s concept ga in 
momentum :tmong cientific thinkers and rushed to defend the true notion 
of hum:tn freedom :tnd of physical cau ality. lIe him self wrote three 
book, The UniL erst• in the Light of Modern Physics, \'(/bert' h Science 
Goi11g? .1nd Tbe PIJiloso{Jby of Pbysics, to explain :1 ~.111cr notion of c:lll-
sa lity. Unfortunately in these books, Dr. Planck ha s t ended tOwards 
identif y in g prediction with causality and th •ref o re ha s often wielded in-
effecti\'e weapons against hi :~dversaries . 
It is regrettable th a t Dr. Planck neg lected the c hola ti c approach 
tO the problem of cau~ality- the seeking of sufficie nt rca~on for change. 
Every ne\\· being require a suffi ient rea so n, an d therefore the principle 
of cau :tlity i univer al. Certain changes result from natural bodies; these 
:tCt nccess:~rily, in :lC ord with their n:~ture . 1 Jere predi c tability, at bet 
an external ign of internal nece sity, nuy be h:~d. Other changes arc due 
to human beings; thee act freely, in accord with their nature. Predicta-
bility of their activities is morJl certitude. The necess ity of physi al c:tus-
ality :111d rhe freedom of human causality can be c. ublished from f.1cts 
available to all. 
The world ha indeed lo t one of it finest scientists in the passing 
of Dr. Planck, a fair-minded, gifted man (unfortunately in the Kantian 
tradition) who would haYe been far better guided in hi s attempt co inter-
pret natural causality correctly if he had followed the common- en e ap-
proach of a traditional philosophy. 
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Promise 
by Michael Black 
T J IE DOOR to the stuffy littl e room b:111ged open, and in stalked 
George Fitzwater. George was somewhere between thirty-five and 
forty, of ordinary height, a little broad about the middle, but not alarm-
ingly so. He was a redhead, and consequently, an cxtro,·ert; and, as all 
red headed extroverts should , he sported a bushy red mustache of the style 
popular with the British air force in the Second World \\'ar. ln his hand 
he carried 3 briefcase. 
" I !clio, Doc,'' he said, "I've got a surpri\c for you ." 
Doctor I lam Bachman, was a t3ll, heavy man with a thick sh · ck of 
blond h3ir who was ~kirmishing with his Inc fifties, and beginning tO 
feel old. Before Columbia was blasted to a pile of radioacti,•e rubble he 
had taught there. Despite his name, he was 3n expert on all things Celti . 
lie could read and speak Manx, Ersc, Gaelic, Welsh, and BretOnic fluent!~·. 
and was looked upon as the foremost living schobr and authority on Cel-
tic literature and customs. As the door banged open he had been si tting. 
su rrounded by malodorom clouds of pipe smoke, contcmplning th~ glow-
ing coal\ in his full bent briar, the battered \'Cteran of nnny a late hour 
of study. 
" l !clio, George, won't you ever learn to knock:." 
"This is no time for formalities, you old stuffed shirt; don't you 
know we're in the midst of an all-out war' 1\nyway, I've got a surprise 
for you." 
o excuse for barging in that way. Got something big, I suppose, 
to bring you out this time of day. How'd you get here anyway? J'bdio 
3id tube 5 was caved in." 
" It i ; direct hit up above. I came by the militarv tube. Ha' e you 
been to the surface lately?" 
o, no reason to." 
"There' nothing up there but radiation glow from horizon to hori-
:ron. It's a g hastly sight, Doc, a g ha tly sight. \Veil. J',·c got something 
for you." 
"Tobacco, [ hope. 1\·e been mixin g mine with tCJ lcJ \ "C tO nuke it 
Ia t longer." 
ope. 1 o uch luck." 
Digging intO hi briefc:I c, he produced J ragged p1ece of ,·ellum 
:~nd J sheaf of note . Gi,·ing the e to Doctor B:~chm:~n. he sat back in a 
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battered old easy chair, and proceeded to look like the n that sw:d lowed 
the canary. 
''\Vbt's thi , eh! :\fanuscript ... in Latin ... Celtic characters!" 
"What century do you place it?" 
''Hum, fifth or sixth; no later tiJJn the \eHnth. I'd han· to study 
it quite a bit before I'd say for sure." 
"Ableman places it at fourth or tlfth. 1 le put it through the tests." 
"\Veil, I'll take hi " 'ore! for it; he knows his business. W' har'd you 
bring it here for?" 
"Read it and find out- no, on .1 second thought, I'll tell you. lt 
should throw some light on early Irish hristianity. I found it in a box 
of manuscript when they were ev.tcuJting the University library. ble-
man i n't sure, but he thinks it' originally either from St. G;tll or Lindis-
farne. But read it." 
" T don't feel like rruggling with Latin just yet," said Bachnun lay -
ing aside the vellum and picking up the hcaf of notes. "Thi translation 
-yours?" 
"1'\o, Ableman's. i\line agrees sub t.tntially with his." 
"T fum! This Finga l GiiiP.tdriag, i he the author or ju t the scribe?" 
"A far as we can tell, he's the author. There's not enough of the 
manuscript to make identification po itive; but comp.tring the rnmc and 
t he content , we thin! he' the author." 
"Um-hmmm!" Doctor Bachman read: 
And Padriag, I :ahrr to the churchc\ of l . 1r~. .hct·ndcd .1 \'Cry IHgh 
mountain which lie, in the kingdom of Connacht, in the phce called ~l.lyo, 
that i<, 'the plain of )'ew trees'; the land of ~beve of the Golden Thro.lt. of 
Snow-white breast; j\Jacvc the crimson - lipped, the I.cadcr of Armies, the \'\'ar -
rror Queen, the Destroyer of lhttle-break ,ng I Ieroe,, the R.1\' llher of Uhtcr, 
and the Doom of Cucullen. 
"Hum," said Ba hman, "th is Fing.tl li sts more titles than B11rl~e\ 
Peerage. Quite the old fl:nterer. I take it he's a Connacht man ." 
"Probably. Too bad Maeve couldn't have heard him. he'd have 
made him court bard. But read on." 
And ofter fasting forty days and forty night>, Padn.11; beseeched the Lord 
that the tender hoots of Christianit)' which he had planted might wax strong 
and tall, and C\'Cr-faithful. 
Thereupon, in answer to his prJycr, the who!'-' world wa~ sprc:td before 
him . ~ f any strange and unknown land s, and some to the west of E1rc were 
seen; and all were a low wirh the light of od's word. 
\Xthile g21i ng upon this cene of profound beaut)', Holy Padriag perceived 
that far to the east the light flickered, grew dim, and wa; at la se completely 
extinguished. wiftcr, now, than the darkest night came an cbon blackness, 
hell's light , and covered the face of the earch, all complete, 3\'C only for r ire. 
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In Lire of t he ;.lints. '" J "~ of the schools and churches, C,od\ f,~:ht rcma111ed, 
yet d1d not rcm:tin . To the nonh it d1mmcd, and grew dm1mcr. PJdriag wept, 
:&nd c ncd out in his gru:f and anguish that it mi~ht not be. 
The Lord sent an angel to comfort him 111 his sorrow. I ather Pad nag sent 
the an~-:cl winging hc.Ivcnward with prarcrs :tnd petition\, li e seemed to hear 
apin, .lS if afar off, the Children of l·ocluit \\ 'ood cryin);, ''Padnag, bring us 
light that we might sec." 
The ange l returned with supp l1catiom unhe.trd. J loly l'adri ag vowed nc,·cr 
to leave h•s bleak mountain nest 'til prayer; were answered or 'til God called 
hm1 home. 
Seven times in :til was sent the angel, and SC\'Cn timt•c, returned he. On the 
seventh, he sa id, " l'adri.1g, the Lord is weary of your pleas. So be it "' you 
wish; but your befo,·ed L~re must suffer much to keep the I loly light. 
" I or a week of ccmurics she shall suffer a tyrant's heel, her churches 
razed will be, her priests and holy men hunted even as the wolf, with the 
wolf \ price, and her schools will be destroyed; all learning forbidden. But she 
;h all pcnevcrc and triumph; she sha ll spread the light far and ncar. 
"And yet again the darkness shall cover the world, but fear not, Padr iag, 
for the great sea shall pre;; I !fc to her bosom, and the wild wa;•cs sha ll rock 
where saints prayed and sc holars taught. 
"God is not mocked. Seven years after the great sea co,·cn the I !oly Isle, 
the world sha ll glow again, though not in the fire of lo\'C , but in the fire of 
wrath. God sha ll dcnroy the world as I !e foretOld, in flames and desolatiOn, 
for 1t would not burn with I lis love. 
I la ving so aid , the an . . 
" \Vel!, that's the end of it." 
"What do you think?" 
Putting down the heaf of notes, Doctor Ba hman picked up the 
manuscript, and studied it for a few moments. 
"Hum, vellum 's nea rly perfect, the ink is barely faded , the Latin is 
legible, the coloring's still vivid, and the fragment's nearly complete; 
yet, I think it's genuine. Of course, I'd want to put it through a few 
tests myself before aying for ... " 
o, no! I mean the text itself. Wh:n do you think of it?" 
"Oh, the text. Well, I've been looking for some substantiation for 
that legend. This looks good, but I don't know. Off hand, I'd say it's a 
combination of Malachi's prophecies and the imagination of some pious 
mo nk; but the age of the manuscript- if Ableman i right, and I think 
he is- wou ld rule that out. I don't know. Can you leave it here for a 
whi le? I'd li ke to look it over more carefully later." 
"Sure, keep it as long as you like. On ly Ableman knows I have it, 
and he wa n ts your opinion on it too. Wel l, it's time I was going . . . " 
"Stay a wh ile ... here, have some whiskey. Riding t hose tubes t akes 
a lot out of a man; you could use some new blood. " 
"Thanks; don't mind if I do. Where'd you get this stuff anyway? I 
didn ' t know they had any down here." 
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D.1..:hm.11 l.1 ·~hcJ . "The, diC:n\ . I found 3n old Scott ish manuscript 
<.L<_,-, n,~ ti.e 1 'lldn~ Ot lii\Ce~'.lll~h, so I rigged up 3 till of my own." 
" D.1mn it, Doc , you're wonderful, :~nd worth your weight in gold 
:n bo<,t. But \\'htre'd you get the m:~kings?" 
" hhh, mil it.Jry secre t. \\/hat you don't know won't hun you, m 'boy . 
Let's ju'>l ~ay thn Gener.1l . LUart likes a drop hinuclf every now and 
.1g.1in. I fum' Time for the news bro:~dc.tst. Care to he.tr it'" 
"Yc.1 h, gue\\ so . You know, I mis\ tclevi,ion more dun 3nnhing else 
do\\'n here. Cnntlr.td doc> .11! right, though; yoe~\c go t to g i' e \:m credit 
for kecpm,t; the r.1dio going." 
"Quiet, he\ coming in." 
... h.l\ b.:en Hnfird. I he Rm;~om ],,.e dropped J bomb of unprecedented 
po,,·t.·r .1 few mile.., o~T the Wt.'\t co.t\t of JrL·I:tnd. Altthorltll'\ bc! ,c,•c it to hJ.\'C 
hc:cn a guided nlJ\"tlc '' nh :1 cob.tlt w.uhcad, the finr of It\ k111d to be u\~d in 
the war to d.trt.' . (,rc.n <.Lln1.1~c w.ts done; the wcH coa\t\ of cod.tnd and Fng -
bnd hJvc bt.•en !J..,hl·d by ti<bl wave\ thirteen or fourtl'l'n fct•t high, some even 
,\\ fllgh :1') l wcnty-fivc feet. 'I he I 1cbndc\, th e J\ lull of Klllt rrc, the WCHCI"IlnlOH 
r"'" of Scotl.tnd .tnd \\ '.tics, .1nd t he Isle of ,\ l.m h.H·c been inundated. There 
" nothm~ left ot lrcbnd but o icw rock< sttll ''""' tng obo,·c the sc.1. An RAF 
pdot 111 the .1rc.1 at the time i\ quott.:d a\ s.1yJ ng, "The Atl:tntic just Sl'Cmcd to 
ll'.ll' up and \W.1I Iow l n·Llnd; bloody ~how . ... r hc Ru,sJ.ln J'i .1 poor shot; ml\.scd 
I m~don hy milL''·" h is l''limau.·d that O\·cr three mdlwn people h.1\·c v:tnJ'ihcd 
wnh l rcl.uHL )incc no cnem\ :urrr:dt were detected in th e area, authoritJco, 
hdien: 1t to h:1\·c been a ,~.;ui dcd lllJS.silc th :n ca u'ied the hl.ht. \\'c rcpc.ll, the 
Rus\J.tn~ h.t\'l' dropped . . . hold o n a minute, ,1 mc'is.t.~.;c " com •n g. in from 
I o:tdon ... we'll h:tn.' the nln'a.~c in a moment . .. 
George looked .lt Docwr Bachnun. I Ie slugged down a qu3rter g l as~ 
of whi key ~nd ~:1id in 3 sti ll , quiet voice, "You W:Jnted subst.tnLi:tti on. " 
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Music 
Whence did mu ic usher forth it s fir t melody? 
\'lfh:1t captivating power urges through .1 mus1ci:1n's soul? 
,\1u sic , how mysterious, stirring, pirited , 
I lean warming to the forlorn-
Magn ifying one's visions, emotion , faith , 
And beauty in God's nature- prostrated before the mu ician. 
To be so fort una te tO hear music 
Casting hadows of dreams t hat once enchanted 
The compo er ' sou l to q uic ken t he time! 
To compose M usic ! 
-Mario D'A ia11no 
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Hart Crane's Voyage 
by Richard Loomis 
O NE OF l Ian Crane's minor lyrics has to do with the immense 
danger that attends being a child. lt is "Voyages J," t he literal con-
tent of wh ich is this : Some boy~, poorly dre sed hut colorful, p lay on the 
seashore, hunting for shells; their high, thin cries arc answered by the 
roar of the sea and the almost audible violence of the un's heat; the poet, 
watching them, imagines him elf addressing them, warning them not to 
go too near the water lest they be drowned in the ug ly parts of the sea 
which he personifies as a woman whose caresses :~re deadly. 
The poem has a force and a livel ihood that make it attractive, but 
here I should like to consider especially the urgency of the last line, " The 
bot tom of the sea is cruel," .1 nd t he source of that urgency in Crane's life 
and hi storica l location. 
H:~rt Crane wa writing poetry from the time of the first \Vorld 
\Vn to the depths of t he Depression , when he committed suicide. He was 
reared in leveland, the only child of divorced parent. He did not attend 
college, but after high school he went tO ew York ro live w ith a painter 
who w:~s a friend of hi parents. In the years that followed, ra nc moved 
rc tlcssly about, ordinari ly supporting him elf by working in adverti ing 
agencies. For a time he was employed in his father's candy business, but 
mutual distrust and antagon ism kept the fa ther and son apart during 
most of ranc's ad ul t life. ranc's father was genuinel y distre sed that his 
son shou ld be a poet :1nd not a plain, comprehensible busine s man. rane, 
in turn, regarded hi fat her with the scorn of the romantici t for the phili-
tinc and with the fear of a gu ilty child for its parent- the fear of a 
sexual invert for his hard-shelled, bullying father. His relationship with 
his mother was ambiguous; when he was you ng, he rook her side against 
his father, but towards the end of his life he turned aga inst her rather 
violently, blaming her for his own emotional collapse. 
In an upper story of the rane horne in C leveland, young Hart had 
to himself a tower room which was his Bohemian retreat; here he wou ld 
invite his friends ro spend long, nervous hours listening to records, speak-
ing rebellious words against the middle-class restrain ts, occasionall y drink-
ing beer or wine. Crane liked to imagine that the enthusiasm that seized 
him at these t imes was Plaronic- a reliable, if extraordinary, creative 
energy. As he g rew older, he came more and more to depend on liquor and 
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cnsual indulgence to cxcnc him to the fc,·cr and pitch of writing. 
Crane wa a \X' hitmanesque romantic. Tt i common to regard ro-
mantici m as simply a reaction again t the Hifling wilt of rationali~m; 
it is that, of course, but in another sense it is a fulfillment of rationalism. 
The principal effect of rationalism was to strip the univcr c of person-
ality, to make of it a huge but tidy n1:1chinc. In such a universe man's 
task was tO win for himself sclf-rc peering security. The attitude of the 
enlightened ration:dist wa oppo eel to the b:u·barous and medieval belief 
that man's chief concern should be tO sacrifice his worldly security for 
the love of a personal God, to uffer present ills patiently in the anticip:t-
tion of future glory, and to kill by humility the elf -rc peel of a son of 
Adam. The r:~tion:~list cynically denied tlut sel £-sacrifice and g lory, hero-
ism and sanctity had a part in the da ily life of men; earnestly :~ nd in the 
common sen c m:tnner of Benjamin Franklin he believed that in his 
worldly :tff:tirs man was and ought to be motivated by nothing more noble 
an d precious than enlightened elf-i n terest. He was not, however, only :1 
cynic; hi very belief tlut m:tn could safely and honorably pur uc his self-
in terest to the practical ex lusion of other motives made him a sen timen-
talist. Sentimentalism :~nd cynicism arc on ly t wo sides of the same coin: 
the jaded heart and mind of :1 prou l man . The scntimcnt:t list i one who 
eriou ly and cynic:~lly doubt t he re:~ l ity of any being out ide of himself 
tO whom he might owe affection and obedience. incc he cannot direct 
his love towards :1 person ocher than himself (for no other exists with :1n 
important claim on him), he enjoy hi emotions for their own sake, turn-
ing them back on himself like :~rei su. and hating the world in order to 
pity h im elf. 
In a word, the r:nion:~li t t:~kc hi love away from every exterior 
object; after he has held h is love, like hi brc:~th, long enough, he reck-
le sly bestow hi love on him elf, :md then we c:tll him a romanticist. 
I t is nece ary to under t:~nd the parent-child relationship of r:~t i on­
ali m and romanticism in order to appreciate I Llrt r:tne' re pon e to the 
world of the twentieth century :tnd it machine. r:tne felt :1 ccrt:tin 
repugnance for the m:tchinc, but on reflection, he w:ts honestly con vinced 
t hat the machi ne was :1 good servan t of nun which de erved respectfu l 
t reatment by poets. A a matter of fact, the hilure of Crane's most im-
port:tn t poem , "The Bridge," on be p:trtly attributed ro his :tttempt to 
g ive to t he Brooklyn Bridge a meaning :1nd value th:~t i t never posses ed. 
The fu n c tion of the poet i to discover :~nd reproduce meaning, not to 
attach meaning to :tn empty rea li ty, like icing to :tn indigest ible cake. 
C rane was pit if ully constrained because he could not believe in his own 
symbol . 
Somew here in hi note , Franz Kafka wrote: 
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To believe mCJih to ltbcratc the indestructible in oneself, or rather, to 
be indes tructible, or rather, to be. ~[y failure ... i' attributable . .. to tlw 
lack of footing, of air, of authority. A delicate ta~k, a walking on tip-toe over 
a britt le plank t hat serves ::ts ::t bridge; having notbmg und...:r one's feet, wnh 
one's feet raking together a pbnk to walk on; walking on notl11ng but one\ 
own reflection een in the water below, while holding t he world with one's feet 
so that it doesn't f.11l apart; clenching one's hand> in m idair merely to help 
one bear the strJlll ... ~ly hfe has been spent in restroining mpclf le1t l 
smash it to bit\. 
Kafka speaks here of that which was devised by Cartesian rational -
ISm and only rarified by the romantic solipsists : the flat, wicked separ.l -
tion of reality and the mind of man - of reality and the heart of man . 
\V'hen a man has come to think that the world has no loveliness, tha 
there is no one there whom he can love, he must fight, patient and solemn 
in his anguish , to keep his love from swinging terribly back on himself. 
I Ic dare not become a fair, nodding sentimentalist , lest self -pity impel 
him tO frenzy and suicide. Therefore Kafka kept fast hold of the ver} 
irony and detachment and doubt that were picking apart his soul. 
Crane was shaken by a similar dilemma. In an impersonal universe 
the poet is anonymous and irresponsible, inclined ro believe that he i 
sel f-existent and possibly a leg itimate rc-c rearor of the world. Because the 
un iverse is imper onal, he can not speak to it or fondl y get in touch with 
it . To put his loneliness at rest, he endeavors tO "personalize" t he universe, 
to make it be more and more what he would like it ro be- his dclig h tf ul 
home, a place of solace and peace. He is not only trying to recover Para-
disc; he is trying to make the universe a part of himself. Like Tarci sus 
he imprints hi own image on the world and falls in love with it. 
But at the last he must adm it that his re-creation of the world i a 
fake, an imposition. I Ic i left w ith a frowzy , tedious world that does not 
know him, and he di scover~ that it is painful and terrifying robe without 
a name. 
The poet' cntiment:d desire to personalize the uni1·cr c is essenti-
ally a desire ro become a chi ld again . Here we can speak more direc tly of 
our subject, Crane' attitude roward childhood and the sea . 
The rationalis t erected for himself an economy propelled by cupidity 
and pride (those two incxhau tible, rich springs of humm activity) which 
wou ld upply the demands of men with as much efficiency as selfish men 
cooperating for a elfish interest could achie1·c. uch an economy im-
posed on men the strictest of deadening inhibitions, requiring that they 
eliminate their personality from their busine s activity in order that the 
demands of the consumer mig ht be satisfied as swiftly and mechanicall y 
a possible . This mechanica l system, reducing man to a silly toy device 
that supplies demands in order to demand supplies, is certainly man' mo t 
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elaborate attempt tO escape the dre.1dful burden oi respon ibility, to li ,·c 
.1utom:nically lik e J bland, untroubled anin1.1 l uncon sc ious of the Ya t 
upcrnatural rcpercm ions of c,·cry hum .l n .1cr. 
Unforlllnately, but not inc:-plicably, the children of the ratiotuli st> 
were spoi led : their clem .1mls lud been supplied too rcgul.~r l y and too soli ct-
tausly. The sentimenta li st is suc h .1 spoi led child . l Ic desire the freedom 
.111 d innoce nce of chi ldh ood ( that i~. the hecti c irrespons ib ilit y of an un-
,,·atc hed Narcissus) and pc.1cc ( th.ll is, the <motherin g, sa vage slee p of 
.1nimal sa tiety ) . 
ft is thi s sen tim enuli sm, with it , treacherous freedom and peac L, 
which I fan -r:t ne rejec t s w ith .such urgen cy in "\'opgcs 1. " l fc piti es 
the helpless condition of the boys pl.1ying on the beac h (who arc lu ck) 
r:tthcr th an free, since they have so little control uLer thcm sc ll'cs or their 
fortunes); .1nd with cxh.1mtion .1nd bit terncss in hi-; \ oice he damn s th, 
sea- for the sc.1 is .1 mother who pitik,sly spoils her c hildren. 
I IJn r.me '' .1> not one like Kaflu to stop still :tt a tricky point oi 
deuchment from the world. Cr.1ne nnched at the world to make it h" 
o wn; but th e world ga\'e him on ly bits of it se lf, unk ind ple.1 sure .1nd 
weary cxcitatiom, and took b.1ck eYe n these dead fragme nt s after thC) 
lud lacerated him. Thereupon, elf -p it y ome by to swa llow him up . 
Ten years :lfrer he wrote "Voyages !, " T i.Ht Cr.1nc forgo t hi admoni . 
tion regarding the sea. At the middle of an Ap ril da )' in 19 3 2 he walked 
to the ste rn of a ship carrying him across the C.Hibhc.ln from Mexico to 
:\'ew York ' ir y. \X!ithout any trouble he jumped to the bot tom of the se1. 
U-' 
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"See that star ... " 
The poet pointed . " ec that star- the one 
\ XIirhin Orion, brightest of them alP 
They call it Berclgeu c. To it our sun 
Is as a marb le to a b:tskctball. 
One hundred fifty years ago tha t li g ht 
That flashing through the v:tcuum meers our VIew, 
Left t hat star- the light we sec tOni g ht. 
Before 1apo leon went co Waterloo, 
That li g h t had o n irs dest ined mi ssion been . 
One hundred fifty years! Why, it would take-" 
he lped hi m up . He rubbed h is achi ng shi n . 
ow t hat' a s t up id place tO leave a rake !" 
-Fred McGu nagle 
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The Stern One 
by Jim Bader 
IIIL'> I RA IIIJ llY En K111 Y 
T JII ·: Y christened him Kenesaw ,\1ountain landis-and the name 
was an .l pt one. Indeed, the stern-\ isaged, shaggy- ha ired czar who 
pi lo ted organized baseba ll for twenty-four years w.1s a mountain of 
~trength and power, as h.1rd and unyielding .1s granite. He had tO be. 
I~ntering the sport when it wa staggerin g under the scandal of the J 919 
Wor ld Series, his job was to return Abner Doubleday's sport to its loft y 
eminence as the "1'\'a t ional Pastime" and to keep it th re. 
Backed with the integrity and experience of seven teen years on the 
I eder.d Court bench, the high-commissioner ruled with a never-faltering, 
t '' o-fisted program w hi ch earned him the admirat ion of players and fan , 
and the respect, although often grudingly gi ,·en, of the club owners. 
He was always front page news. Widely heralded in his days on the 
bench, Landis was an equally discussed personage because of his diamond 
rul ings which often rocked the sport world . I fi s tongue was sharp; hi 
"it, nimble; and his pirit, fearless. Soon after he accepted the baseball 
position, his authority was tested by the slugging ido l of the country, the 
mighty Babe Ru t h. Some members of the American League hampion 
:'\ew York Yankees, including Ruth , had been "barn -storming" in direc t 
violation of the rul es o f o rga nized baseball. Settling the threatening insur-
rection by fining the players their share of the World Series winnings and 
suspend ing them for more than a month at the start of the spring season, 
the stern Commissioner left no doubt as to who was "bos ." 
Always insisting on the hi g hest standards of sport manship, Landis 
made it an inflexible rule that rowd yi m and hoodlumism would not be 
tolerated in baseball. \XIhen an umpire was injured by a thrown bottle at 
a White Sox-Yankee g ame in Chicago in 1936, he offered a 5000 rewa rd 
to anyone who could help identify the offending spectator. 
An avid portsman him elf, Judge Landi , with his abundant white 
hair, stand-up collar w ith its string tic, clean-cut profile and p iercing 
eyes, was a familiar figure at Comiskey Park when the C hicago team 
played at home. He had always been amazed at " old man" Connie Mack's 
activity; that he himself was just as active and only four years you nger 
never occu rred to him. He was also an ardent golf pbyer, fisherm an , and, 
of late years, avinion en th u iast. 
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In 19 3 6 he upheld the Clncland Indians' claim ro Bob 1-cller, then 
1 sen ationa l young low:t 'firc-ballcr. It was up ro Landi ro confirm th.:: 
Tribe's claim to the youngster or decl:tre him a free agent on the grounds 
rh.ll the C leveland club had violated :1 league rule by igning him off the 
sand lots before he l13d signed a minor league con-
tr:lct. Landis' ruling drew a '>torm of criticism 
.1bout his heJd, :~nd sent one of the grcatc t hurlers 
1n basebal l history to Cleveland . 
Yc-,, b:tscball, from million:tirc president~ down 
to chubby b:n - boy'>, called .Judge L:tndis a tough 
n1.1n. Yet on one tOuching occ1sion the adam.1nt 
quality wa~ noticc:tbly softened. Mickey Cochran~.:, 
-:.ncher-n13nager of the Detroit Tigers, had been 
,eriomly injured by :1 pitched ball in 3 game with 
tht.: i\:ew York Yankee'>. hom his lodgings in \V'ash-
lllgton, Landis kept in constant touch with the 
1\cw York hospital where Cochr:~nc lay. 1 l is fea-
tures contracted into a deep :tnd cttlcd expression 
>f concern. hnally word c.1mc through that Coch-
rane was improved . unlight betrayed to other in the room the tc:trs in 
the old man's eyes. 
Commissioner Landis' stern dictums had alw:~ys been fol lowed by 
mguishcd eric from some quarters, and in 1940 the groans grew louder 
when a particularly severe decision granted free agency to ninety-one 
Detroit p layers valued at c lose LO 500,000. Yet, late in the same year 
the dynamic executive, then seventy- four, was re-elected unani mously by 
the two m ajor leagues for a new fou r-year term, ,, fu ll year before hi 
c,isting contract expired . But t he "Squire," as basebal l magnate ana l-
ogou ly termed h im, was never ro complete t his term. Unwavering, fear-
less, and :~ ! ways t he champion of the "lit tle guy," the commis ioner died 
oi heart disease · ovember 2 5, 1944. A II baseball mourned his passing. 
W illiam Harridge, president of t he A mcrican League, voiced the 
cntiments of t he whole ba cba ll wor ld in t hese few words: " Baseball has 
lo t no t onl y a great exec u tive, b u t a real friend who had the bet in tcr-
c ts of the game always at heart." 
0 ----
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Hamlet and Art-
An Appreciation 
by William J. Roscelli 
M A I Y modern critic~ ha\·e a tendency to ferret out wlute\·er AJw s 
and lapses m:1y be found in a work of art, cmpha ~ izing these at 
the expense of the obviou'> merit s which the work may posess. The critiol 
phi lo ophy of thi s choo l of perfectionists seems t o be tlut :~ny arti '> tic 
effort is on ly as good as its weakest link and that the integral part~ con-
idered indi vidually :~re of greater ignificance tlun the whole. 
Such censure which somet ime borders on personal abuse is incon -
si tent with the purpose of crit icism bec:~u se it tends to redu ce the st.nurc 
of the :lrtist to a common leve l until he appc,us :1s :111 inA.ucd j:tpc with 
no extraordinary ski ll in his field. 
Great art dem:~nd s critio l anal yes which by their penetrating 
tudies and constructi\e aids pave the w.1y for grc.uer :~chic\· ements. 
1 legativc critici sm and unbridled sat ire no t cnly fail to fulfill the pu r-
pose of critic i m, but :~ 1 o obstruct the advance of an by th eir bitte r 
tn\'CCttVe. 
No work of an, however great, w ill be perfect. E\·cry Jrtist stri\Cs 
to proximate perf ccrion, howei"Cr, according to the .1mount of hi '> talent. 
Hi effort, therefore. must not be judged by his departure from hi, go.1i 
but by hi s advance tOward it. Thi s latter, po'>itive aLtitude commends 
accompli shment and indicates w ll3t ca n be attempted in the future . The 
negat ive approach deplores fail u re and indi cates nothin g to the arti st 
wh ich he can attain. To the benefit of both art and critici sm, therefore, 
docs the critic evalu:Jtc ani tic achievements in terms of pos itive values 
without, however, completely ig norin g defects or, worse, condoning them . 
uch a frame of mind is neces ary if the c riti c is to arr i\·e Jt an) 
va lid conc lu ions concerning uch an effort as ir Laurence O livier's re -
cent production of hakespe:~re's ll nnli£•1. A s a motion picture it ha s both 
advantages and limitations. Fo r example, the cinema ha s the ach ·antage'> 
of elaborate spectacle, authentic locations, :1nd photograp hic effect , but 
it cannot fu ll y produce that st imulus arising from an artist's contact 
w ith his audience. The screen reproduces a picture of li fe; as a result 
Hamlet on the screen will not produce the ame effect a 1/ amlet on the 
stage. Furthermore, the compensation , such as pcct:Jcle and pho tograph)' , 
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which the movie offe r for t heir theatrica l inadequacies arc unncccss:~ry in 
/lallllct. These factors, therefore, should be considered. Jlallllrt c:~nnot be 
compared with the stage prod uction but must be judged as an individu:~l, 
unique effort and apprai sed JS such accord ing to its achievements. 
As a sc reen production l lallli£'1 is most admir:tblc. The action . 
phorogr:tphy, and music blend with the line of Sh:~kespcare to produce 
.1 hypnotic effec t on the audience. The morbid, polluted atmo pherc of 
1:.1 inore spirits rhc audien ce into the Danish c:~stle itself. There i :1 
moro e, uncomfortable suspense throug hout the whole drama, a suspense 
th:tt is inescapable :tlthoug h the plot is known before one enters the rhe:~­
rcr. I Jere is a m:tgi c tou ch found in few stage produc tions, almost ne,·er 
on the screen. 
Yet Tl allllct is not a picture without J fhw but r:~ther :t picture in 
wh ich the defects arc mi scroscopic when comp:~red to the ac hic\"Cments. 
An :t nalysis of the integral p:trt w ill confirm thi s statemen t. 
Fir t, examine the scenario . To obtain continuity and present tO the 
aud ience a smooth , well-wrought, easily comprehensible product, some 
license with the hakespea re:~n text w:ts necessary. The tr:~n spositions :~nd 
altera tions were undertaken , however, with such delicacy and tac t, that 
for the most p:trt, they on give no offen se even tO the m ost rabid 
hakespearean devotee. omc few indeed may lament the absence of Rosen -
kr:tntz and uilden tern , but their in ane obsequies add little or nothing 
to the tragedy, neither affording comic relief nor increasing dranutic 
~uspcn e. o one will mi l·ort inbr:ts o r the fopi sh courtiers Voltimand 
:tnd Cornelius. Extreme conformist may object to the editing of speeches, 
bm only in the oses of the gren soliloquy and the final peeches might 
their objections be ,·a lid. E'en in thee cases the be:tuty of the film is in 
no way impaired. 
A for the acting itself, Olivier's interprct:ttion of llallllet is com-
petent if not distingu ished, especial ly con idering that he also directed and 
produced the film . Olivier u nderplays for the mo t part and renders the 
lyric and witty p:tssagc ·with incomparable deftness. In such scenes hi s 
fJci al expressions arc illu trious examples of histrioni c art. In speec hes of 
intense p:tssion, deep intern:~! conflict, however, hi interpretation wavers. 
J Ie pitches his voice too hig h, hours :tnd rant , and perceptibly over-
plays. His g raceful mo,·cmcnts Jt times seem more appropriate to the 
ballet than the screen. But su ch interpretJtions, so damning on the st:~ge, 
arc not so offensive on the sc reen. 
Deserving of gren prai e for her perform:tnce as the sensuous queen 
is Ei leen Herlie. She play her part with authority and ease, creating im-
pre ions which at time are almost roo vivid. Only 1n the boudoir seen· 
does she overplay, :~nd in this c:~ se it is ncce an · to keep the b:~bnce 
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bet'' een her. elf and Oli 1•icr. 
The weak link in llamlct is Ba ~i l ydncy's ponrapl of the king. 
,\[r. ydncy displays about a~ much talent for acting as an elephant boa rs 
in dan ing. 1 Jc pronounce hi line with the com·iction of a disintcrc ted 
.H hlctc advcrri;ing ra7or bbdcs. I Ie is avcd, howe ve r , by the redoubtable 
hakcspcarc whose mighty lines cannot lose their effc t entirely even 
th rou g h the gros incompeten ce of Basil Sydney. 
In compcmarion for thi s, however, is the poigrunt pcrfornuncc of 
.JcJn Simmon as the unfortunate Ophelia. Miss irnmons combine~ beauty 
rnd talent to create an out;tanding portrapl of a diflicult role. 
hnall y there is that venerable wir of the Briti h thc:nrc, Felix Aly-
mcr, who gives a superb portra ya l of the foolish Polonius . He come> 
.: losc't to g iving a ne:Jr-pc rfcc t performance, a fc.1t inc identally which 
he invariably a hicvcs. 
The remaining player~ arc competent and rhe photography effective, 
.1ithoug h at times the repeated views of the courtiers and the close-ups 
of Olivier g row tedious. \ \'lilliam \\'l:1lton' s score mc.1surcs well up to hi s 
.1 t performances. 
uch is the new film llamlct. By no m eans pcrfc l, it is nonet hclc s, 
.r notable achievement, a landmark in the movie industry, and a drama tic 
~ff ort worthy to be termed a work of art. 
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Ode to a Shadow 
Lean, withered, and sou llc , ycr you haunt 
Every corner, man, or beast; 
Death lurks in thy footstep , 
Your fleshlcss hand beckons ever on ro the forlorn 
A nd forgotte n. 
T ho ug h voiceless and bedridde n you can swiftly 
Grasp your vict im with your pa ll ; 
Your voice m ay be t he rumbling of a mountain 
i\fonarc h , or the w ind menacing the rail pine tree . 
You have a m illi on eyes spy in g every creature 
A nd a peers of dust that sti rs u pon this earth, 
o lea n , w it hered, ou ll c , feared as a 
Plag ue but loved by the poet . 
- Mar10 D'Aia nno 
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Fish Story 
by Fred McGunagle 
SASKA TOO , :1 k., Can., Oct. I I - (UP) -The ask noon Fair, one 
of Canada's oldest and most picturesq ue, opened here today wit h the bi:H~ 
of three bras bands and the shrieks of the province's best hog ca llers. 
More than 50,000 persons from all parts of Canada and the United 
States poured through a miniature zoo, scores of g:~mes of chance, and 
shops and stands se lling everything from Indian blankets to electric razors . 
Promoters call this, t he 81 st renewa l of the traditional bazaar, the 
"biggest and best ever ." 
Among the hundreds of exhib its aw:~iting visitors arc displays rang -
ing from jel lies and jams to a sideshow view of the "World's Only Magic 
Fish- only known insta nce of two and two equa ling five"- a phe-
nomenon which could well set the prog ress of human learning back about 
three thousand years. 
This year's festi l·itics last until Saturd:~y, when a giant raffle close; 
the show. 
SASKA TOON, Sask., Can., Oct. 13 - ( UP) - askatc hewan wheat 
fa rmer Harvey Seltman finds hi mself in the middle of a r:~ gi ng contro-
versy today- but one which is pouring a s te:~dy st ream of money in to 
hi s cash register. 
eltman's troubles- and bonanza- began Monday when a UP dis-
patch cited his exhibit as typical of the 8 1st ann ual Saskatoon Fair. Selt-
man is the proprietor of the "Magic Fish - only known instance of two 
and two eq ualin g five. " 
For the edification of those who pay their dime, Seltman drops t wo 
speckled trout into a basin containing two other trout , and five fi sh 
appear before the eyes of the astonished ga llery. 
The controversy bega n when Dr. Glenn D. MacDonald, professor of 
chemistry at nearby Reg ina University, read of the fish and obtained 
Seltman 's permission to examine them . The results startled him . 
" It's amazing!" he reported . ".J could find no trace of trickery. Every 
time I added two fi sh to the two fish already in the bas in I had five fish . 
I just can't explain it. It's just as natural as- well, as two and two mak-
ing four. But they don ' t. They make five." 
Seltman himself has no explanation of the phenomenon. 
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"I've often wondered ;~bout it, " he admitted, "but [never could fig-
ure it out. As lon g a I could pi c k up a little extra money with the fish, I 
did n 't worr y about the expbnation ." 
The 53-year-old farmer u c the trout tO sup p lement hi m ::un In-
come. The fis h, which he has been ex hibiting :lt ornivals and fairs for 
.1bout three years, arc from a pond on hi s property. 
:Vfcanwhile :1 hot debate 1 raging in :tsk;~roon, ;~nd publicity-\vi;c 
f:lir promoters arc just sitting bac k and sm ilin g. 
SASKATOON, S;~sk . , Ca n. , Oct . 14- (UP) - hrmer Harvey Sclt -
ma n's fis h have plun ged their owner, along with the whole c ity of Jsk;~­
wo n, into 3 turmoil. ' cltm:ln i the exhibitOr of the mysteriou speck led 
trou t which ;~pp3rcntly prove th :u two ;~nd two 3re five. 
Until yesterday Sc lcm;~n' s fish, first reported by .1 UP dispatch, were 
co nsidered a ide how phony or at best a publicity tunc of a katoon Fair 
promoter. But yestcr by the exhibit W3S examined thoroug hly by Dr. 
G lenn D. MacDonald, professor of c hemi try at Regina Co ll ege, who 
after repeated experiments announced his failure to account for the phe-
nomenon. 
Severa l other ex perts who chi morning conducted further tc t s con-
curred with Dr. MacDonald 's find in gs that the result co uld not be c:-.-
pbned by any known la w of sc ience. 
A group of well known sc ientist Jnd unive rsi t y officials f rom sev-
eral midwe tern United States colleges ha s wired Dr. i\th cDonald of phns 
to journey to ask:1toon Jnd make Jn exhJustive rudy of the my tcrious 
fis h. 
Meanwhile the exh ibit ha been moved to a larger tent here :lt the 
fa ir to accommodate the incre;~sed crowds. 
NEW! YORK, Occ. 14- (UP) -Farmer I lal'\'cy Seltman's speckled 
rrout might turn out to be more than just a side how ex hibit , one auth -
ority here believes. 
James L. LiSieux , as istant professor of philosophy at ew York 
Univer ity , today told reporters that the di crepa ncy might be in our 
sta nd ards. 
"After all," he sa id , " our sy tem of Jrithmctic is merely arbitrary. 
We ha ve no definite proof that two and two always equal four. That is 
just the result we ha vc always gotten in the past. l t is within the realm 
of pas ibility that there i an instance in which two and two don't make 
fo ur." 
ST. LOUIS, Occ. I 5 - ( UP) -Five noted American sc1e ntists set out 
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from here this morning for 
katchcwa n. There they will 
Saskatoon's famous peck led 
.1rithmctic. 
askatoon in the Canadian province of as-
join two other experts to make a study of 
trout, which apparcn tly defy a basic b w of 
The trout, property of llarvcy Seltman of Yorkton in Eastern Sa-
katchcwan, were discovered Monday in the sideshow of the Saskawon Fair 
by a UP reporter. 
Whenever two of the fi~h arc dropped intO a tank containing two 
other, the resu lt is always five fish. Experts who have examined the trout 
-an so fa r offer no explanation. 
Members of the group wh ich left t. Louis by plane at II a m. St. 
Louis time arc: Dr. . L. Wiley, chairman of the biology department of 
Abbama Polytechnic Institute; Maxwell I f. Rein ken, professor of chem-
IStry at the University of Missouri; Dr. . W. G. Adams, professor of 
.111imal husba ndry at Iowa tate allege; M. J. O'Connell, profes or of 
philosoph y at llastings College; and Dr. Lewis L. G irondcau, president of 
Albion Medical a llege. 
In Sa\katoon the group will be met by George R. Rutgart, c hairman 
of the philosophy department at Ottawa University, and Hugo Amer-
man, president of the American Ichthyology As ociation. 
By H O \\ ' AKD ,\1 ASON, UP Saskatchewan correspondent 
ASKATOO ask., Can., Oct. 15- (UP) -1 saw two and two 
mak fi vc. 
I was one of thou ands who during the day packed into a tent on 
the a karoon Fairgrounds to sec the celebrated peckled trout of wheat 
farmer Harvey eltman. 
cltman stood by a g lass tank set on a table in the middle of the 
tent. In the tank were two laz ily wimming speck led trout. 
As soon as the tent was full, Seltm:tn took a net and cooped up two 
other fish from a eparate tank. He emptied the fish from the net intO 
the tank. 
In tanrly there were five fish pbshin g around the tank. 
Scltman scooped out two of the fish, and, again instantaneou ly, 
t here were but two fish left. 
He repeated the demonstration, then asked the viewers tO leave to 
make room for those lined up outside. The crowd filed out, most express-
ing di appointment. 
They had een a phenomenon which has the continent's scientists m 
great excitement, but for the most part they were unimpressed. 
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ASKATOO , ' ask., Can., Ocr. 16 - (UP) -After eigh t hours of in-
tensi ve tests, Saskatoon' world-shaking speckled trout arc sti ll a mystery 
At four p.m. Saskatoon time (seve n p.m. E T ) no word has yet 
passed to the waiting world from behind the heav y wooden door at the 
Sa katoon Museum of atural History where seven of the con tinent\ 
top scienti ts arc close ted with the trout and with their discoverer, .15-
katchewan wheat farmer Harvey Scltman. 
The expert , profes or of biology, chemistry, anima l husbandry, and 
philo ophy, have been examining the fi h since eig ht a. m. in cc then th l.!\ 
have opened the laboratory door only once, to end out for lun ch at ll :45 . 
The group arr ived here by plane from the United tates Ia t nig ht and 
went immediately to the Prince Albert Hotel. 
Only comment by any of the seven was that of Maxwell R. Reinkc n, 
professor of chemi try at the University of Mis ouri . 
"We arc going into the examination with no preconceived ideas,'· 
Prof. Reinken sa id this morning. "Our minds are open to any possibility. " 
Other members of the expedition :tre: Dr. C. W. G. Adams, :tuthor 
and professor of animal husbandry at [owa State ollege; Dr. Lewi L. 
Girondeau, president of Albion Medical College; George R. Rutgart , 
chairman of the philosophy department at Ottawa University; N. L. 
Wiley, holder of the Carnegie chair of biology at Alabama Polytechnic 
Institute (Auburn); M. J. O'Connell, assistant professor of philosophy :t t 
Ha tings (Iowa) College; and Hugo Amerman, president of the American 
Ichthyology Association. 
Dr. Glenn D. MacDonald of Regina College, who fir t called the 
trout to the attention of the world, is also with the expedition. 
A flood of telegrams from all over the world has poured into Sask::! -
toon in the last two days. Most express belief that the phenomenon i ~ 
capable of explanation by known laws. 
Meanwhile, tension is near the breaking point in thi city of 52,732 . 
Thousands are waiting outside the museum for results of the investig:~ ­
tion. 
NEW YORK, Oct. 16- (UP) -While seven of the nation 's leading 
sc ientists were unable today to solve the mystery of Harvey Seltman's 
trout, there was no lack of suggestions and opinions offered by everybody 
from ichthyologists to plumbers. 
One of the more scientific explanations came from Dr. Ch:~rles E. 
Lippincott of Columbia University, an authority on ichthyology (the 
study of fish) . 
"The Saskatoon phenomenon is possibly an occurrence not uncom-
mon among fresh w:~ter fish in cold climates," Dr. Lippincott ventured . 
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·sometimes a fish develops an extraordinary natural ability for camou-
thge. Of cour e, such a fish wouldn't fool a trained scientist." 
In England, Jules Resell, ichthyologist of the British Museum, re-
poned a ;imi lar case observed about 15 years ago in northern Wales. The 
discoverer of the Welsh fish- in thi case pike- refused tO allow his 
rind tO be examined. 
Optometrist Louis Unterback excluded possibilities of the phenome-
non being an optical illusion, and hypnosis authority Dr. Arthur M. 
1\.une likewise ruled out mass hypnosis. 
,\1any authorities were more concerned with philosophical implica-
'Jons. Leo T. Royal, professor of philosophy at Georgetown University, 
,a1d today: 
"If it could be proved that in one case two and two do not equal 
iour, all the conclusions ever based on the postulate that two and two 
.1lways equal four would have to be considered unproved. If one of the 
,l>Sumption we accept as self -evident were di proved, it would cast doubt 
on all the other. \VIc cou ld not be sure of any hin g. 
"Our whole science of mathematics would ha ve tO be re-examined 
- in fact, all our sc ience , especially philosophy, would be subject tO 
•rave doubt. We could no longer be sure of any of our judgment if our 
ba ic premises were in doubt. The basis of all our reason ing would be 
knocked out from under us. We would ha ve w start all over from scratch. 
Every thing we have ever reasoned would be in question." 
Speak ing before the Milwaukee Council of Churche, Dr. PrestOn 
\tcKee, pastor of the Free Methodi t C hurch , told fe llow churchmen: 
"Even if it be found that our reasoning has been based on incorrect prcm-
Jscs, we should not abandon all we believe and c herish. I say it would be 
better tO ig nore the di covery and cling tO our faith." 
But in leveland the Rev. Harry J. Gauzman, .]., profes or of reli-
!(ion at John Carroll Univer ity, said: "If two and two be not four, then 
our faith is in vain." 
Public reaction to the story of eltman and his fish is reaching a 
peak not seen since the Kefauver rime ommittee telecasts of 1950 . 
.\tletro-Goldwyn-Mayer announced today that it has bought movie rights 
to Seltman's story for $50,000. everal book publi hers are pressing Selt-
man with offer for book right . 
Among other varied reactions: 
[n Pari , the French Academy addressed a telegram to the expedition 
req uesting a full detailed report of the investiga tion. 
In Carmen, Okla., a 68 -year-old man rook his life and left a note 
aying worry over Seltman's fish had driven him tO suicide . 
In lew York City, Plumber Irving Klepman told an inquiring re-
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porter he believed all the cicntists were drunk. 
In Salt Lake City, a motori ~ t in Judge Allen De 'ovJ's traffic court 
tried to pay :1 5 fine with two $2 bilb. 
In Wa hingto n, D. ., the Rev. Emmanuel Law . on of the Ev:~n­
gclical Reformed United Church of the av1or told hi flock: "The 
worldly wise arc confounded by the wonders of the Lord. The Lord i< 
showing us that cicncc cannot replace religion. Let us abandon our false 
idol of science before it is too Inc." 
Rev. Law on plans to lead a delcgnion to picket the \Vhite I lou ~c 
and demand that the President re tore God to government. 
SASKATO 1, Sask., an., Oct. 17- (U I)) -The speck led trout of 
llarvey Seltman arc a fake. 
Pmting an end to three days of wild spec ulation, the majority report 
of even famous sc icmists declared today that the apparem ability of the 
fish to prove that two and two arc five i~ ":111 illusion." 
The cientists declined to m:~ke :~ny tatcments concernin~ the nature 
of the illusion. 
Jn :1 tcr c bulletin rclc:~ cd at 8:46a .m. ( II :46 a.m. E T ) six of th e 
even authorities who had examined the fish for 14 hours yesterday an -
noun ced : 
"After careful examination we arc ccnvinccd dlJt the app:~rcnt phe-
nomenon of the trout is an illusion. Their behavior is completely in accord 
with known sc ientific laws. Teicher the discoverer of the fi h, Mr. Selt-
man, nor promoter of the asknoon F:~ir arc in any way to bhme fo1 
the deception. 
" To a\'Oid any further .1larm we have de;troycd the fish." 
The sc ientist refu sed to .1nswcr :~ny qu es tions. They left immed i-
ately for their hotel. 
Only member of the expedition not to :~grcc with the 1·cport w.1' 
Michael ]. O'Connell, a sistant profcs or of philosophy n I Ia tin~s Col -
lege . 
" Although [ am not :1n authority on biology or chemistry, I do not 
feel the exp lanation i entirely s:ni factory," declared Profe or 0' onnell. 
younge t of the group at 27 . "I do not challenge it, but [ cannot hon -
estly say l am convinced of it accuracy. I will :~nn cuncc my dcci ion 
when r have given the matter more thought." 
Tho c who did approve the report were: Dr. . \'<!. G. Adam , Dr. 
Lewis G irondeau, Professor George R. Rutgart, Profcs or L. Wiley, 
Dr. M. H. Reinkcn, and H ugo Amerman, president of the American 
Ichthyology Association . 
The experts, who yesterday had studied the fi h from eight a.m. until 
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ten p.m., needed only 16 minutes thi morning to announce their deci · 
sion. They arrived at the Sask:noon Museum of Natural Hi rory at 8:30. 
Today's deci ion ended a wild goose chase which had fired the imagi -
nation of the world. Authorities had declared that if reports were true 
that two of the fi h plus two others equaled five, all man's judgments 
since the beginning of civi lization were open ro doubt. 
Harvey eltm<1n, the Saskatchewan wheat farmer whose exhibit of 
the fish in the sideshow of the Saskatoon Fair had set off the hlse alarm, 
wa wi ll ing to talk ro reporters but had no explanation of the decision . 
The scientists had convinced him of the neces ity of de rroying his fi h, 
he said. 
Seltman was absoh·ed of all blame, as were promoters of the fair, 
which closed yesterday. 
The scientists, who luve refused to answer any questions for the 
battery of newsmen and photographers here, will spend tomorrow 1n 
askatoon and return ro the United tate by plane Tuesday. 
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A KATOO , ASK., CA ., CT. 19- (UP)- AN AUT ACCIDJ:0:T TOOK 
TI IE LirE r: AN AMERICAN COLLEGE PROFES R HERE TODAY. 
l\HCI IAFL j. O'C01 N I:LL, 27, AS !STANT PROFESSOR OF PI IILOSOPHY 
AT IIAS'll 5 (IOWA) COLLEGE, WAS KILLI D TillS i\!OR lNG WilEN Ill 
FELL rROM TilE DOOR OF A PEI·DING STATION WAGON F1 ROUT! TO 
TilE U ITXXX 
TO TilE SASKATOON AIRPOIU. HF J lAD PLA0: ,'\'I D TO II Y !JACK. 'I 
Ti lE UNITED STATES TODAY. 
PROrE OR O 'CO 'ELL WAS 0 E OF SEVU\ OLLJ:GI·. PROFFS. ORS 
A I 0 IE TI TS WI 10 !lAD BEL H ERlc STUDYIJ'\G A SUPPO ED PI II 
N071-IENO 1• liE APPARE TLY LEANI·.D AGAINST Til[ U ' LOCKED REAR 
DOOR OF TI IE TATION WAGON, A COROIJ'\G TO TilE OTIIER. -11'.71-IBER 
01 1111: J Xl'l.l) ITI00: \\'110 \\ ' J Rl TilE ONLY OTHI'R I'ASSF0:C.I.R~. lHI 
ACCIDF T 0 CUR RED 0 A OU0:TR Y ROAD JUST OUT IDE ASKAT 0:\. 
AL THOUGJ I I'ROI·ESSOR O 'CON ELL HAD AT FIRST DISAGREED WIT! I 
T ilE FI D l GS OF IllS COLLEAGUES, liE WAS GOI 'G TO AN0:0U0:C! 
T IIAT l iE llAD CIIANGED IllS Mll':D, DR. /\1. II. REI0:KEN, LEADER Oi 
THE EXPEDITION, TOLD POLICE. THE GROUP HAD BEEN EXA:\110/ING 
fiSH REPORTID TO BE PHEJ'\Oi\! E, AL. 
TilE PROFESSOR 
THE PROf'I:S OR \\'AS AN AIR FORCE VCTERAN OF \X' RLD WAR II. 
Ill BODY WILL Bl SH IPI'FD TO HIS FAi\!ILY IN Cl IICAGO l-OR. BURIAL 
EP1239PE UP-OCT.I9 
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Catholic Canons 
/or Television Drama 
by Robert Hall 
FOR those of us who bad sets nine year ago, television was a rm:chani-
al challenge, a nightly battle with "snow," "flop-over," and a gen-
era l technological unrest. Our crccn, in short, was a most recalcitrant 
glow. And when we did manage a moment 's coherence, we would pace 
triumphantly up and down the livin g room, pointin g like a pioneer to 
rlut admirable strJfc of light with "Mom, i that a picture, or im ' t it'" 
.\!om, no doubt recalling Pitt burgh, the crystal et, and KDKA, had 
bare ly time to answer before the o cillations ct in again. In those early 
days of the new medium, we resembled a schoolboy translating Greek: 
happy enough tO get everything in order, unconcerned with the meaning. 
\'ifith the picture more or less technica ll y stable, we arc, or .,hould 
be, concerned with whether or not the material being presented on the 
new medium is monlly in focus. That television is the greates t of mas 
media is a commonplace, but a commonplace with important con e-
quences. It i the ba ic as umption of this e ay that no medium of soc ial 
communication can compete with tclevi ion as a purveyo r of idea, infor-
mation, and the dramatized emotional rc ponsc. owhcrc i a more ran-
dom and myriad as orrment of cnsiblc and intelligible m:lterial un loaded 
fo r important analysis upon so many people. Nowhere is this done in a 
more appea lin g way. If such, then, is the case, where arc we to find so 
many conflicting and divergent moral standard exposed to imitation? 
The problem is clear. As Catholic , and, therefore, as firm believer 
in the constancy of truth and the objectivity of the moral law, we must 
call attent ion to those moral canons which apply ro all media of communi-
arion- in that these media influence man in regard to his moral destiny. 
Almost every type of televi ion production is, of course, within the 
cope of moDI critic ism, since each exerci e ome degree of influence upon 
the viewer. Yet, when we find ourselvc drawn, alma t ineluctably, intO 
an evening's circle of light, it i the tele,·ision drama which tends ro at-
t ract our erious consideration. We have heard somew he re that this thing 
ailed a "play" ha reputable connections wit h the intellectual upper-
crust. It i even, on occasion, a fine art. The words and actions of rhe 
players hang un assai lab le in rhe memory under the guise of frozen fact. 
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Ours is to undcr5t:~nd, not to e\· alu:~tt. \'<lc rcg:~rd drama as a rc:~l :~nd 
direct representation of life. i\ method, perhaps, of bringing the under-
lying motives of human act ions intO sh:~rpcr focus; but real, nevcrthele s, 
:111d true. Therefore, it is mo t nece ary that critical canons be brought 
tO bear on television drama, a field wherein many dangerous assumptiom 
arc made and wherein the viewer is presented with moral principles in the 
form of entertainment. 
To begin, tOO much of roday's television fare is concerned with the 
adrenal glands of it viewer. This is not drama at :~II; it is melodrama 
\'</here genuine drama seeks tO penetrate, tO understand, and to instruct, 
melodrama seek to exploit. Thus, we have the "series" programs dealing 
with espionage, suspense, and the fanta tic, featurin g " excitement" at any 
cost. Such entertainment, \'J lid in itself, can be seriously questioned when 
a g iven protagonist resolves his weekly difficulties by a violation of t he 
moral law. A recent edition of the Four Star Pla)bouse, for example, pre-
ented a businessman che:uing at cards in order tO maintain the solvency 
of a financial enterprise. aught by a friend, but not exposed, the man 
was urged tO abstain from his literally dishonest dealings, 11011/ tbat bis 
business was on solid ground. The viewer is left with the impression rh:u, 
tO be a good boy, he must always return to the moral law once the need 
for irs violation has p:~ssed. The moral distortion i obvious. 
Melodrama i al o characterized, in many instances, by an excess of 
violence. What of violence? All good drama has it. How else is the emo-
tional or in rellectual conflict which forms the very es ence of drama to 
be ignified? Yet, violence is a means only. Violence for its own sake is 
unnatural, adi tic, and certainly p leasing neither to the taste nor to th~ 
welfare of the television audience. 
Since additional comment on melodrama would be in the rea lm of 
literary, and not moral, criticism, let us turn to the attempts being made 
in some quarters to produce genuine dramas for television. 
ow, obviously, what applied to drama qua drama applies also to 
the television play . o pby which approves of or neglects the presence of 
moral wrong has any place on the boards or before the cameras. Tragedy, 
it is true, has its beginnings in a transgression of the moral law. But the 
tragic note is drawn either from the consequences of that wrong, as 111 
Mrdea, or in the realization of what such a transgression implies, as in 
ll.facbeth. 
ln a litera lly immora l play, the moral law is rendered subjective, 
glossed over, or lampooned. This represents a perver ion of human nature, 
a repression or denia l of conscience. 
A g larin g example of this oblivious disregard of the moral law ap-
peared only a few months ago on C limax! in a production enti tled, A 
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.\fan of Taslr. Urbane and .tdult, the story pondered the death-cell rumi-
nations of a kid-glove killer who was dctermin(d to die as graciou ly as 
he had lived. In a monologue dealing with hi parent and early childhood, 
the hero gave us a portrait of the killer as a young pawn, committed irre-
,·ocably to the unhindered pursuit of the refined. J lis u elcss and hedon-
istic existence, we were informed, was more or less the re ult of :tn auto-
matic response. urely, this "ping-pong ball in a wind tunnel" brand of 
moral determinism cannot plead conduct to the well-being of a television 
.1Udicnce. There arc murderer, cen:tinly; there arc also aint. The dra-
matic presentation of either extreme, howe\'er, must include at the very 
least, an after-the-fact reference to the frtc moral choice which resulted 
in the character' moral condition as presented. Failure to do this leads 
tO a totally false picture of humanity. 
\X'hilc A Man of Ta.1/c represents an extreme in tclc\'ision clr:tma, it 
1, neYcrthelc s, on the basi that a single wild cell can de troy the who!: 
organism, an extreme to be :t voided. 
On the credit side :tre sever:~ ! venture into the field of Greek drama, 
both in period and in modern drc s, by one of television's bolder show-
-a es, Omnibus. \Vh ilc not strictly programming "for eve ryone," Omnibus 
ha managed to get the lens on some pretty respectable mnerial. 
Shake peare himself has seen a good deal of act ion on the television 
fron t with Ilam!C'I , Macbctb, Otbcllo, :tnd Lrar among tho e of his plays 
to cross the screen . Whatever th eir merit from a dramatic standpoint, 
these production ha ,·c exhibited a con cicntious effort on the part of 
sponsor and directors to transfer to the new medium :t sizab le portion of 
manki nd's greatest literary herita ge. 
A degree of ca ution, however, hould be exercised in thi well-
meaning but random a sa ult on world literature . Dr:tm:ttic potenti:tl is 
not, of itself, suffic ient reason for pre cnting a time-honored work of let-
ter . Due pardy co the complex moral problems of which they treat :tnd 
partly to rhe inability of television to plumb these moral, contextual, and 
psychologiol prem i es upon which such works arc ba ed, many literary 
masterptece arc carcely suitable material for television . Many viewer, 
when confronted with an abridged classic, might conceivably return to 
their dinners with an impression exactly antithetical to the one the origi-
nal was trying to convey. Thi would be especially true of a work whose 
plot center on a violation of the moral law. In dealing with this problem, 
the followin g suggc tion might be of use: where there is neither the time 
nor the possibility of pre enting a moral problem in all of its ramificatiom, 
that problem should not be presented. Thus the dramatization on Susj)(!I1Se 
of William Faulkner's interior monologue, Barn Burning, is open to ques-
tion. As a short story, the piece i morally valid; as a television play it 
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beome :1 meaningless rudy in brutality, with the mora l implication\ of 
he original completely excised. 
\Vhile eli cussing the various criteria of the matter contained in rele-
' "ion drama, mention 5hould be m:1de of the type of play which defends 
the innne dignity of the individual m:1n. A man, it matters not how 
me.1n his t:Jtion, i~ some thing more than a mediocre crealllre. At times 
!augluble, he is not :~!way the fool. But by val id emotions, confronted 
with problems of universal importance, each man is mankind. Television 
dr.1ma has missed this point. The ordinary m an, when presented at all, is 
,hown to be likeable, but of no consequence, petty . Jie is confronted by 
nothing at all, concerned with matters of sma ll moment. He is, in short, 
•1 sr:~tisrici:~n' dream- dull , predictable, without any hierarchy of Yalues. 
This is a famili:~r, but completely unreal picture. 
In Ma•·ty, and other works written originally for tel~' i ~ion, play-
wright Paddy hayef ky ha done much tO counteract what is not only a 
rrend b ut e'•en a staple in television dramas. H ere we have not merely a 
butcher in love, but a m:~n in love and his uni versall y human reac tion tO 
rh:~t f:~ct. Marly, along with Menotti 's A111abl and tb£• igbt Visitors, is 
,111 cx:~m ple of w hat original telev ision drama can be at its best. 
It takes no particular talent to discern the bet that television today 
1s less than pe rfec t. One sees in its fine, old tradition of studied mediocrity 
the need for objective critical anons. Yet it is neces ary to see tO it that 
the Ca tholic viewer is made aware of the particular application of moral 
principles to tele,ision drama. In this way, he w ill obtain a standard by 
which to judge rhi great mas of dramatic materia l and render it mor-
ally coherent. 
" In !\1any, a11d otbrr ~~·orks wrilfen originally for tele-vision . . " 
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"Big Ditch"-African Style 
by Frank R. Tesch 
H AVE you ever looked down terrain o long and straight that it 
wa actua ll y po sible to sec the curvature of the earth? 
People who make a habit of ferreting out odd and intere ring bits 
of information tell us chat the on ly place in the world where chi can 
be done i on th Suez Cana l. From Port aid, the northern terminu of 
t he ana l, due south for almo t thirty miles to a grimy li ttle native vil -
lage ca ll ed Qantara, the cana l cuts a path as straight as a die. When one 
first enters t his part of the waterway, it act uall y appears to bend over 
the surface of the earth and disappear some twenty miles away. 
While this is probably its most rema rkable physica l feat ure, the SucL 
Cana l has never cca ed to astound the many thousands of people who 
annuall y pass through it. How and when it came to be built i a thrice-
tol d tale, but for the record we might harken to it again. The desirabiliq· 
of a ca nal to connect the Mediterranean and Red cas has long been real-
ized, and indeed, as far back as the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
B.C., some orr of a ca nal is noted in historica l records. The canal was 
re tared and rebuilt often, notabl y under Ptolemy II and Emperor Tra-
ja n. However, after the eighth century A.D., it was clo ed and fe ll into a 
sad state of neglec t chat was not con·ectcd until the middle 1800' . At 
that time a Frenchman, Ferd inand de Lessep , co nceived the idea of a 
modern canal, and undertook its con rruction. The work wa under way 
for ten yea rs, and finally in 1869 the cana l was opened for traffic. 
Almo t exactly 100 miles in length, the ca nal Ills a minimum width 
of 196 feet on the bottom, and is never les than forty-two feet deep. 
Since, through ome quirk of n at ure, there is not enough tide-range in 
either the Red or Mediterranean cas to be worthy of the name, it was 
possible to build the ca nal without locks. Thi feature, plus its width :md 
depth, make it po sible for the ca nal to accommodate the larges t ships 
afloat. 
But let us take a trip through the c:mal and see at first hand this 
modern wonder. As we en ter the protec ting breakwa ters at Port Said, we 
pass a huge statue erected to the memory of the man who built the canal, 
de Lesseps. It faces seaward, greeting all incoming ships and bidding fare-
well to all chose which have pa sed through this greater memorial to hi 
gemus. ext we are boarded by the usual cu toms and quarantine offi-
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cials, si nce we wish to go ashore; and of course there arc the canal offi-
cial~. ever-willing tO exact their canal-roll tribute from the ship's purser. 
Port Said is built on a peninsula between the canal and Lake Man-
zalah, which i formed by the Nile on the eastern reache of its delta. The 
.:ity was fou nded by the canal's builders, and roday is a bustling metrop-
olis of O\'Cr 60,000 people. It is a hodge-podge city, though , and a str:111ge 
mixture of splendid hotels and filthy native hovel s, fine shop and smelly 
tishing boat . Arabian and Egyptians arc the world's mo t zealous traders; 
they c ling tO you with the tenaci ty of g lue. They vastly over-price their 
,,·arcs and if you decide to buy from them, it is best you ha,·e J good 
,oicc, bccau5C haggling is the accepted way of rc:tching an :tgrccmcnt. 
On the other hand, if you want tO get rid of some particularly noisy 
merchant, simply divide hi s asking price by ten, offer that as your highest 
bid, and he will depart shortly, muttering about the peculiar ways of 
wea lthy AmeriCJns. 
Our trip through the ca nal can beg in at any time. Traffic moves 
through the canal twenty-four hours a day, though not continuously in 
bot h direction . Our sh ip will proceed for about four hours, then will tic 
up to the side of the canal for another four hours tO enable northbound 
shipping to move, after which we wi ll go our way again for :tnothcr four 
hours. It takes :tpproximatcly twenty hours tO make a complete transit 
of the cana l, on ly twelve hours of which is acLUal steaming time. 
A previously noted, the canal is perfectly straight for the first 
thirty-odd mile after leaving Port Said, and here the phenomenon of see-
ing the curvature of the earth is visible. Alon g the canal for thee thirty 
miles arc several, small, dirty, sun- baked native villages, occasionally a 
mall grove of date palms, and infrequently an oasis, w here dromedaries 
may be seen standing about. Men , women and children fi nd the banks tO 
be a most conven ient thoroughfare, and as they walk along they shout tO 
passengers on t he ships, begging for food or asking for money or old cloth-
m g. The canal is also a natural means of local w:ttcr transport. The oddly-
rigged dhows which ply it are the same now as they were seven thousand 
years :tgo, and some of them look almost that old. 
Our fir t stop is just south of Qantara, to let northbound ships go by. 
Ismailia, the scene of pitched battles in recent years bet ween Egyptian and 
British forces, is only a short distance over the dunes, and many of its 
wealthy inhabitants have bu ilt magnificent residences along the canal. 
\Xfcll - landscapecl and palatia l in proportion, these splendid homes presen t 
a triking contrast to t he m iserable little clay hovels only a stone's throw 
away, in which some low ly fe ll ah and hi family live a pitiful day- to- day 
cx1 renee. 
Af rer we get under way once again, we come shortly to Lake T im-
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. ah, on whose shores stand se ,·c ral anti-aircraft batteries and a British 
army canton m ent. On the drill field a platoon i practi si ng som e man cu\' cr 
with b,1yonct-tipped rifle s, indic1tivc o f the comtant tcn <ion which exist 
in this unhappy land. Here al o is a huge stone m :u·ker, set up on a hill 
back wmc distance from the lake, marking the ha lfway point in the CJnJI. 
omc ten or: twelve miles farther outh arc the Great :~nd Little 
Bitter Lakes, although which we pass quickly, re-enter the canal, and then 
tie up once again. By this time it is getting dark, and the crew prcp:~re > 
to rig up Jnother feature of the canal: a headlight for our hip. Since 
hips move through the canal all hours of the day and night, heJdli g ht 
arc :In absolute necessity, :md they sh ine with s ufticicnt brilliance to en-
able the c.Jnal pilot aboJrd to sec both banks o f the canal for nc.1rlv .1 
lnlf - milc ahc:~d. 
Other sh ips arc pa ing us constantly. Here tS a ' orwegian tanker 
out of Abadan, bright and clean even fo r t hat dirty kind of ship; then J 
huge P & 0 liner, h ~ r light ab laze and the laughter of her p.!SSengcr 
fillin g the nig h t. 1ext, one of our sister ship pas cs by. \'<fc gi,·e her the 
tr:lditional thrcc - bi:J t a lute from our wh istle, and ca ll to friend we have 
on board. Then he is gone into t he d :11·kncss, and we think w hat a small 
world it is indeed that we shou ld meet o ld friend out here in the middle 
of .1 desert . 
By now our voyage i nearly done. After we get under wa y ag Jin 
the canal begi n to twi t and turn more a the land :~round us get quite 
hilly . Then, al m o t before we k now it, we arc anchored outside the breJk -
watcr at uez . There is the forma li ty of d ropping the pilot, :~nd then we 
arc off inro the d.1rk of night, li t tl e re:~ li 7 i ng t hJt our twcnt~·- h o u r pa s-
s.Jge has avcd u twenty d .1ys :~round t he C:1pe o f Good Hope . 
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Paradise Lost and Found 
Leprecl13uns, ' tis said , do not exist, 
But don ' t I know better' 
Sure aren't they the angels 
\XIhom God wo uld not fetter ' 
When Michael the Irish Archangel, 
Was chasin' the dev il from Heaven 
And castin' t hem into hot Hell, 
( \Xfhi ch is omcw hcrc benc:nh ould G b snc,·in ) , 
ome angelic "conshen huss objec tors" 
Refused to take part in the fi ght. 
But when Mike w as fo r chasin ' them, t oo . 
God said t hat it wasn ' t right. 
Though they didn' t jump to protec t him, 
They weren' t evil enough to rebel , 
And thoug h they cou ldn ' t be st ayin' in H eaven. 
They weren ' t desarvi n ' o' Hell. 
" \XIhere, then," said Mike, " wil l we put 'em' 
( I' ll give 'em the back o' me hand 1" ) 
" In a ni ce, quiet pot," said the Lord, 
" A wee bit o' heaven ly land. " 
" I know just the place," said old Mike. 
"Sure, I'm q uite eager and rarin ' 
To chase 'em out t hroug h t he gate 
To t he g reen island o' Erin . 
'T i r ight where Ye dropped it , 0 Lord , 
W hen Ye were makin' this he:t venly place. 
And there they' ll abide, now, foreve r, 
A nd start the g reat Leprechaun race." 
A nd there they arc t o t hi day, 
As neutral now a t hen, 
Not sarvin ' their God as they shou ld, 
or havin' to do with men. 
- j ohn P. Bro u ne 
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Revenge 
by Raymond F. Flinn 
T J IE :\liST of .1 cool pring mornin g wa just c learing as Arthur 
\Vill et, vali se in h.111d , su ode bri kl y fr om ,\lrs. Jones' boarding 
house to hi s coupe. \Xfith ea c h step he eemcd to be planting a cru hin g 
b low on the head of ome invi ible opposition , firmly and victoriously. To 
watch him as he in cned the ig nitio n key and t epped on the st .lrter, no 
one would haYe thou g ht th:Jt 1\rrhur \Xfillet had ju st murdered a man a 
f ew hours befo re. There was no excitem ent, no fc.1r. I lc was completel y 
<elf - pos e sed, even happy. 
" A perfec t crime," he mu ed, " no mi take. Reven ge is so sweet!" 
\Xfith a soft, self -ass ured lau g h, he shifted gear and drove away 
f rom the scene of hi crime as one would from a good movie . He stOpped 
for a red light. At the corner tood a policeman, beaming a " good morn-
ing " tO the early pa se rs- by. Arthur \ 'V'illet smiled back, waved, and 
drove on . 
Fifteen minute later he wa on the open ro:td , bound for Jer ey 
C ity, where he wou ld board a ste:uner and sail for ome distant land-
to Brazil perhaps. Then, eYen if they hould di scover that G ilmore had been 
murdered- bm how could they? \Xfh at indiotion could there possibly 
be of a murder? Peop le comm it su icide every day. Bes ides, Gilmore had 
plenty of reasons for wishing he were dead, too, the o ld leech! And who 
wou ld uspect the " traveling ale man," Henry penser, alia Arthur 
\\fillet? o one knew him in Clarksburg. He had tracked down his un-
uspecting victim, waited just long enough to catch him in one of his 
drunken spree , took revenge, and then ca lml y paid his bill and traveled 
on. Old Mark Gi lm ore always slept late. Ha, Ha! Later than usual today! 
Ten o'clock found the murderer peeding along a road that wound 
like a g iant sn ake aro und the Al leghen y foothill s. On either side patch-
work farm and green rol lin g hill , c u t by the white thread of twisting 
highway, met his eye; and mountains, the last refuge of fleeing mist, 
lowly grew out of the hori zon in fro n t of him. Tt was a beautiful scene 
and t he murderer sun·eyed it with a complacent apprec ia t ion of newly 
awake ned nature. But it was lonely. There hadn't been a car in sight for 
over an hour. For Arthur \'<fillet, however, lonel iness added to the beauty 
urroundin g him. Unfrequented roads apparently proved best for a ge t-
away . 
But why run away? For a moment- a brief moment- his con-
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science gave a qu ick twinge. If all was so perfec t, why be afraid? Afraid : 
He was just playing it safe! 
uddenly he brought his car to a top and haded his eyes from th · 
glare of the un. \Xihat was that? Several hundred yards behind him on 
the winding highway, a long black sedan raced at break-neck speed. The 
curvature of the road made it seem much closer, and Willet thought h~ 
could discern the glitter of some gilt emblem on the sedan door. He 
started involuntarily! Police? Impossible, he thought! Yet his right foot 
pres ed the gas pedal a little harder than before as the coupe darted for-
ward again. His pine ting led! "Huh! l 'm acting as though I'm afraid . 
Why should I be afraid?" 
He peered behind him, and his right foot pressed a little harder on 
the accelerator. 
" Tum-dc-da-dum-da-da-dum. Let's see, what are the words to Lhat 
song? Used to remember them." His fingers drummed the steering wheel , 
a his eyes shifted from the road to his rear-view mirror." ervous? That\ 
foolish! I've nothing to fear. It was a perfect crime. o flaw!" 
Faster and faster, around the twisting highway, down little decline 
and around sweepin g curves sped the li ght car . Behind him came the 
heavy black car, steadi ly gain ing -like a hawk intent on its prey. \Xfith 
each ucceeding turn the murderer's apprehension grew. His eyes flitted 
from the road behind him . Could they be after him? Could he have per-
haps made one mistake to set them on his trail? 
"Let's see- midnight- not a soul awake ! Was there? o! I'm 
sure! Sneaked into the room- none of the floorboards made a sound-
Gilmore in a stupor, slumped over the table-" He darted a worried 
glance at his mirror." Tot far behind! Where was I? Yes, Gilmore, drunk 
-easy to pour the poison down his throat- He thou ght it was booze, 
the fool. Put the bottle into his hand- no fingerprints- gloves-
arranged the body and neaked back- o one saw me! Fool, it was per-
fect! Sure! \XIhere's your self-control?" 
Yes, where? Little by little his practiced self-control trickled away, 
as though he were using it for gas. A cold sweat started to roll down his 
face. For brief moment when his car screeched around corners, he lost 
sight of the oncoming sedan; but on the longer stre tches of highway it 
appeared in his mirror like a trembling and enraged fury haunting him 
with two accusing eyes. ow it was close enough for him to see a spot-
light on the right side. It was the police! 
"Where's my handkerchief?" He pulled frantically at his pockets 
with his free hand. " ot here! Where?- An icy hand gripped his heart 
and the vision of the telltale clue snapped the Ia t weak thread of self-
composure. His breath came in fitful gasps. "On- on the- the floor ! 
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~[y God! They- they found it!" 
\Xfith a hriek of terror he pounded madly on the gJ pedal. Visions 
of himself hanged, electrocuted, gassed, taunted his fevered brain. Terror 
blinded him. Zigzag, up and down, his c:1r careened dizzily, now on thi s 
'ide of the road, now on that. Suddenly he felt the car leave the road! 
I !e creamed! The flimsy guardra ils sp lintered like so many toothpicks. 
The car shot out into p.1ce- down- down- down! A mas of twisted 
wreckage and mangled lifeless flesh lay in the rocky bottom of a moun-
tam gorge. 
Inside the police car three men talked e:-.citedly. "Hey Spike! Ya see 
:hat?" 
"The guy must 'a' been nuts!" 
"Keep goin', mug ! \'lfe ain't got time. The police'll be after us as 
o n a they kin git another car. \'lfhat dopes! Bank-robbin's a c in ch wit' 
clicks like that!" 
Volume 1, Number 1 - Winter, 1947 
Mare Nostrum 
Rumbling, rocking, wanton ea, 
Reaping the power of raging wind , 
aught in a cove 
And whirling about, 
Thra hing the sea, 
Part 
Of the sea, 
The ageless sea, 
ou nd ing and murm'ring by ancient wall , 
Wave 
Upon wave 
A watery might 
Rolls and rolls, churning with froth, to the rocky hores, 
Serious hores, 
Resi ti ng the rout, 
The da hin g mi ght 
\'lfhich rushes, han gs, climbs, blooms, fans, drops, 
Looses it elf in the fab ulous water 
Which rushe , crashes, burst , spread , sprays, 
Looses itself in the wa ter. 
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My Apology for Idlers 
by William Rock 
Rc.1d1n g note on Ste,emon's " Apology for Idlen," t.1ken trom my com-
mon pi ace book: 
In his apparently mirthful but remarkably penetra t i n~ Hud) , " An Apology 
for Idlers, " Robert Louis revcmon relates hoppines; to labor in a fashion re-
freshingly novel and sound. A man shou ld do no more work than is consistent 
wnh h1s rema~ning in good spin ts. " If a person cannot be happy without re-
mll ning idle, idle he shou ld rennin." But Stevenson's idler is not a loafer. li e 
LOntributcs hili tcmpcr:lmcnt to 'locieq•- and docs a rnodtratc amount of work. 
R.L.S. himself, although he d1ed at forty-four, con tributed to good literature 
some twenty-fi,c volumes. And the world seems unwilling to let them die. The 
busy person whom Stevenson rightly disparages is the " long- faced lhrabbas," 
and the bu 'l incss man who "sows hurry and n•aps ind1gcuion," who comes 
among his fellow men " swdtly and bitterl y,'' and whom e\crybody dislikes. 
Be not laborio us overmuch. It is the lat111 phi losophy of the golden mean, 
\ ' ia Mrditl, but piCjuantly and subtly sta ted, with a del,ghtful d"'h of humor 
th:n )s diSLinctly Stevenson. 
I HAVE no busine s, perhaps, to offer my own apology for idlers when 
tevenson has already so ma terfu lly attended tO that task. A nd yet, 
in the seventy -five years ince he wrote his delightful e ay, strenuous 
living has made uch evil headway among us that the idler has lost face, 
and must need again be encouraged in his genial shortcoming. 
The art of idling is not quite so simple as it seems; enforced idleness, 
having no spontaneity about it, should never be confused with the real 
thing. True idling must be said tO come from w ithin ; and to ha ve the 
proper flavor, should always be indulged in at the expense of a duty. There 
houl d be in the subconscious a persistent but unheeded tug tOwards some-
thing left undone, just as there should be hadows under trees tO en hance 
the brilliant splendor of the sun. True idling, it must be remembered, is 
"a breaking away f rom active aggressivenes to indulge in a passive recep-
tivity" as when one lay as ide the noisome pestilence known as a lawn 
mower tO throw oneself at leng th upon the fragrant sward and " lean and 
loaf at one's ease observing a spear of summer gras ." There is still to-
morrow in which tO fi nish cutting the g rass- there has always been a 
tomorrow since the world began- but how can one be sure that the 
ephemeral mood of quiet ecstasy or, if you will, ec tatic quiet which is 
the divine right of idlers will ever come again? 
But, you may conscientiously object, even if tomorrow is sure to 
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come and the g ra ss to \vait, how ca n you stand w as tin g so mu ch time 
doing nothing' Upon which the true idl er (who is never lazy, be it under-
stOod, but always ready to pay back Peter what he ha borrowed from 
Paul ) springs up indignantly to ex plain that not eve n for a minute was he 
doing nothing! At least not your kind of nothing! And by way of pro v-
ing his point, he will quote Pliny 's letter tO hi s friend Minucius. Minu -
ciu , it see ms , i doin g the thousa nd and one thin gs that crop up dail y in 
a busy lawyer's life at Rome, trying ca es, seeing clients, ig nin g will s, 
attending weddings or funerals or coming-out-partie - o much "noise, 
inane di course, and inept bbor"- wh il e Pliny has fled tO the country 
to save his li fe from encroaching trifles by an honest spel l of idling in the 
wide open spaces and the erene sunshine . " And how much better," he 
exclaims, winking slyly a he wield his stylu, "oliosum t'SS£' quam nihil 
agerc !"- tO do nothing than tO do nothings ' 
" To idle is tO inhibit the body and let the pirit keep on," it has been 
sa id . But, alas! in how many factOries , scores, office , kitchen , it is the 
spirit that i inhibited while the body keep on. And in cars, and in 
churche, yes, even at lectures, one sees only too frequently cases of all -
round inhibition; but we cannot dignify this behavior with the name of 
idling. Idling, in the trict sense, is a sp lendid , not an inane, thing. It is 
what Pliny did at his v illa; it is what Wordswor th did when he came 
upon "a crowd of go lden daffodil "; it i what you do when, with your 
pipe, you sit out a serene hour of leisure snatched from a dull day of 
hbor; it is what I do when I pause between homework as ignments to 
ponder imponderable thing . Let us, then, unburden our mind of the 
odious notion that a man who leans over a fence for a few fleetin g mo-
ments tO watch the dawn spread her rosy fingers across the sky i , by 
that very fact, more of a time-waster than he who frets away the day 
from dawn to du k with nagg ing busyne . And let us try tO remember 
al o that 
God loves an idle rainbow, 
1o less than labou rin g sea . 
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Dylan Thomas: 
Poetry and Romanticism 
by Robert G. Toomey 
T HE poetry of Dylan Thomas is notable for its romantic qualities of 
both tone and theme, romantic being a convenient, but not always 
exact, term. In the history of literature, romantici m had its beginnings 
in the France of the later Middle Ages, where it thrived through the 
efforts of the singing troubadour , who also inaugurated the notion of 
romantic love. The tradition has grown until now, when it is on display 
in a host of American movies and televi ion program , whose survival is 
dependent on the themes connected with romance. 
The period of the late eighteenth and e:~rly nineteenth century has 
been referred to generally as the romantic period in English literature. 
The next period, although called the Victorian age, was a continuation 
and enlargement of the idea of romanticism. Imagism at the beginning of 
the present century was a conscious revolt again t the excessive emotion-
ali m and the tandards of romantic poetry. The modern poets of the last 
decade or two have continued the tradition by rejec ting the themes of the 
traditional poetry and have evolved a new mode of expression . The typical 
modernist, in order to exclude any thought of a po ible reading or listen-
ing audience, has turned his mind inw:trd- an expre sion of his refusal 
to write about the world of ordinary experience. The final act today is 
the rejection of rca on and the acrifice of order ro chaos. Some poets, in 
an attempt to justify their thin po ition against communication- one 
of the end of poetry- have invented theories that call to mind houses 
built on sand. 
This los of communication, although not always intentional on the 
poet's part, has prevented poetry in general from going one step further. 
In spite of this predicament, some poet pcrsi t in their cultivation of chaos . 
Their bible i the word of some infallible authority; they tend to identify 
them elves with an ob cure coterie of friends; they repeat the ritual of 
the older po11ts. Through imitation and repetition of other, more mature 
poet, they have lot all individuality; some who might have become great 
and genuine poets have sacrificed permanent glory for a temporal crown. 
In the 193O's, before \VI. H. A uden had exhausted himself, the social 
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poets were considering the adv:mrages of poetry .1s a political device, anJ 
delighted in their function as propagandist . 1\ t the same rime, however. 
part of the younger generation of poet wa questioning the validity ot 
such a scheme- they no longer looked on poetry a~ the correcc medium 
for omeone's private political and economic theories. 'ot long ago, ome-
body suggested rhat the themes of the romantic poets were mo r proper. 
.md therefore, most enduring. After a brief interim, rhe movement from 
the city back to the land began to en li t among it followers even some 
of those who had fallen along the way ide before rhc Re toration. 
The movement seem ro have begun in I re land, where a new race of 
poet has cropped up in the last few year . ln England, Dylan Thonus. 
prior to hi untimely death a short time ago at the age of 39, was rhc 
leader of the new movement. His definition of poetry is linked clcarh 
with Wordsworth's declaration of independence. He says: "Poetry is the 
rhythmic, inevitably narrative, movemen t from an ovcrclothcd blindncs< 
to a nak ed vision." His rca on for writing arc less abstract: 
'ot for the proud m.1n :1part 
I rom the raging moon I wntc 
On thc1c spendthrift pages. 
Nor for the towering dcJJ 
\\'1rh their nightingales :~nd pulm\ 
But for the lovers, their :um-. 
Round 1 he griefs of the age,, 
\\''ho pay no pr::ti'lc nor wJ~C\ 
7'\or heed my cr:tfr or art. 
Hi audience i compo ed of romantic lo\'Crs who live abovL: and apart 
f rom political convention and social tricrurc. But his theme arc demo-
cr:nic in a romantic frame : he write of love, youth, birth, de:nh. 
Hi ubj ec ts, being lover , arc necessarily i olated from ociety, .111 
alien structure. Thu any reference to society is indi rect, and on ly in his 
poems about the war doc Thomas make any judgment s about society as 
a composite. Him elf :~s ubject i partially inclu 1vc: 
Oh :t1i I waco young :tnd easy in the mcrcr of hi\ mcJnS. 
Time lulled me green and dying 
Though I ang in my chains like 1 he st'J. 
Youth IS the most romantic term of all : 
1ow lS [ "'"' young lnd easy under the lpplc bou~J" 
About the lilting house and happ)' JS the grJS> WJ\ green, 
The night above the dingle >torry, 
Time l<t me hlil lnd climb 
Bolden in the heydays of his eyes. 
The movement in which the critics ha ve pbccd T homas as head is 
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indicative of the general trend away from not only the city but also the 
skepticism and negativism connected with it and its poets. Un like the 
social poets of the '3D's, he is opt imi tic :~bout the curative effect of J 
closer union with nature:; his admiratio n of nature i such that his most 
musical lines arc about milkmaids and farmers, who romp unadorned 
through his l ines. J le is explicit about his own rcl :ltion to na ture and it 
effect on him: 
The force that through the g reen fuse dr;ve< the flower 
Dri ves my green age; that blasts the root\ of trees 
I< my denroyer. 
And I am dumb to tell the crooked rose 
My youth is bent by the sa me wintry fever. 
The theme of this surrealistic poetry (as some have called it) ts the 
identification of nJturc with human con ciousnc s, and :1s such, IS :.ll' 
approach to Monism: 
The 1ecret of the mil grows through the eye, 
And blood jumps in the sun . 
In spite of hi obvious influence on other new poets- and on his :.~udt ­
cncc through frequent readings and recordings- the poet remains a< 
obscure as his home in \ '<'ales. It is surprising to he:.~r, therefore, another 
poet like Ed ith Sitwell recite lines from his poetry in so clear a voice thJt 
on ly the rhythm of the words is f elt, even after the words themselves ar~ 
forgot ten. 
Thomas' poetry show a superior sense for the uninterrupted stanz:~. 
T he b ck of punctuation, together w it h the intentional reversal of the 
norma l word order and the omission of words for the purpose of contrac-
tion makes d ifficult any imprcs ion other than a blur of 1m:~ges. "Poem in 
October" is an example: 
l t w:as 111)' thirtieth yc3r to heaven 
\'(foke to my hearing from harbor and neighbor wood 
And the mussel pooled and the heron-
P ricsted shore 
The morning beckon 
With water sp raying and call of seagu ll and rook 
And the knock of smiling boats on the net webbed wall 
M yscl f to set foot 
That second 
In the still sleeping town and set forth . 
A pringful of larks in a rolling 
loud and the roadside bushes brimming with whistling 
Blac kbi rds and the sun of October 
Summerv 
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On the hill's hou lder, 
J Icrc were fond climates and \WCCt s111~cn '\uddcnly 
Come in the morning where 1 wwdered and li"cned 
To the rain wringing 
\X'ind blow cold 
In the wood f:~raway under me. 
T homas, throu gh his poetry, made himse lf a leader in an important new 
trend in poetry . His most difficult lines arc ob cured by exual symbol s, 
bu t hi s clearest and mo t simple explanation is addressed to the lover : 
l labor by sing ing l ight 
0:ot for ambition or bread 
Or the Hrut and trade of charms 
On the ivory stages 
But {or the com rnon wages 
Of ti1e.~ir moH secret heart. 
Volume 8, Numbers 3 and 4 - Spring-Summer, 1955 
The Quest 
Go out, men of canh, 
Foolhardy heroes! 
Go out to the far-flung stars, 
Ne ring in the black abyss of space. 
Out to Centauri or 1nus 
Out! 
And then build an empire 
On some soft, green child 
Of a g lowing sun. 
Build there a testament to man's power, 
A testament to the conqueror and subduer of the heavens. 
- ]obn P. Browue 
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Quarterly Contributors 
REV. JAMES J. ,\1cQUADE, S.]., f ormerly d irector of th<: dcp.tnment 
of re ligion :ll J ohn CHroll is now n.\lion.tl director o f th<: odaliry of 
Our Lady and head of the Queen'; Work Sodality Service Cc.:nter. 
l\.1:. \' l J TOBI , Q uariN f) editor in 1952-53 i; now .1lecturer in Eng-
li h at J ohn Can·oll .111d has been aw.1rtkd n fe llow hip in English for 
1957- 58 . 
G U'l..:\lA I GR ISEZ wi ll receive his Ph.D. in philosophy fro m Chiogo 
University this summer. H e has accepted an .1ppointmen t n Georgetown 
Universi t y as .1n instructor in philosophy for 1957-58 . 
ART! JU R J. 1\:0ETZl~L , Ph.D., is de.1n of the School of Bminess, Eco-
nc mic~, and Government at J ohn Ca r roll. 
PATR IC K TREE, Q uart erly editor in 1951-52, is .1 ;t.lff writer with 
the rews and Publi c .Affa irs D epartment of the NJtional Broadc.1sting 
System 1n lew York C...ity . 
TERE 1 E ivi ART IN received his Ph.D. 1n Engli sh .1t Ohio StJte Uni-
versi t y. J fc is JL present .1n instructor in English at lndi:wa University. 
TI lOMAS McGU IRE w.1 gradu.ned from Carroll 1n 195 3, 11111,~ /ltl cum 
laurll' and began the study of l:tw. 
REV. H ENRY F. BIRKE 1J lA UER, .J. i; dean of the Graduate School 
of J ohn Carroll , and director of the sci mology depJrunent. 
\U l JAEL BLA CK i. the pen name of JOHI P. BROWNE, a senior .1t 
John Carroll , majoring in hi tory. 
RICHARD LOOMI concluding tudics for a Ph.D. from Cornell 
University . Hi present po ition is that of instructor in English a r King' 
College in \XI ilkcs-Barre, Pennsylvania. 
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.J !\ .v1E B1\DER w.1 gr.1duated from .fohn C.Jrroll1n 1951. 
WILLJAM ]. ROSCELLT ~ ~ comp leting doctoral ~tudies 111 English :It 
Ohio tate University. 
FRED McGONAGLE, Quar!r·rf) editor in 1953-H is .1 J ounn li st aboard 
the USS Johnston (DD 821) . 
ROBERT HALL i a gradu.tte fellow in English n J ohn an·oll. 
fRAi'\K TES , T I i~ a se nior at .J ohn Carroll nnjoring in hi ~to ry . 
1\ 1\ Y:\10 '[) fl.!Ni'\ was grad uJted from .J ohn .m·oll in 1952 . 
\'V' ILT.IAM ROCK received hi ~ bachelor' degree from J ohn arroll m 
19 53 . 
ROBERT G. TO MEY received the A.M. degree from John C.1rroll m 
195 5. He ha s beg un doctoral studie at the Univer~ity of \Xfiscon~in . 
.TOH 1 ZAMAi'\ was graduated from .J ohn C.trroll in 1952 . 
I)! 
~~-: 
Quarterly Editors- in-C hie/ 
1947-48 ./A:\! I 5 \'(! 1: y 
1949 Jo11 . t\ l.l.t\11 i\ N 
1949-50 WII .Lli\M BR t\UCHI R 
1951-5 2 p ,\TRfCK TRI·.SI 
1952-53 KcVl . TOBIN 
1953-H FRED M cGUNAGLc 
19H-56 RAY ;\IQ , D REI! LY 
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